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Thesis Abstract
Data-driven Machine Learning (ML) modelling is not as widely accepted in economics as in the
broader statistics community, and a large part of it is due to the fact that ML methods do not
deliver estimators with formal large sample properties traditionally reported in econometrics papers.
However, some newly developed methods at the intersection of ML and econometrics have recently
made advances in theoretical results of this type. When applied to causal inference problems in
certain context, they could perform better than traditional econometric methods. Apart from these
special cases, ML methods in general could not deliver valid confidence intervals. However we
should not dismiss them due to their advantages in capturing complex data relationships. This
is particularly true for problems involving financial markets data. My thesis, which consists of
three chapters, aims to either adapt ML to solve important questions in financial markets, or apply
state-of-the art ML methodologies that specifically targets economic causal inference problems.
There is plenty of research focusing on adapting ML models or techniques to make them useful
for social science studies. Scholars in economic, finance and non-parametric estimation have con-
tributed significantly to either the methodological aspect or applications. In the last two decades,
artificial neural networks (ANN) have been applied to various problems including credit scoring,
stock prediction and financial analysis. A small number of business studies has utilized other types
of networks. Popular alternative approaches to ANN are RNN, hybrid neural network, probabilis-
tic neural network, and radial basis function. Perez-Amaral et al., 2003 developed a new network
approach “RETINA” that aims to improve on some of the shortcomings of neural networks, and
applied the model for predicting the demand for business telephone toll. It shares flexibility with
ANN, while maintaining linearity in the parameters within the link function which makes estimation
easier. Gençay, 1999 investigates the predictability of foreign exchange returns from technical trad-
ing signals by using k nearest neighbors and the feedforward network regressions. Glen Donaldson
and Kamstra, 1999 demonstrated that ANNs can outperform traditional forecast approaches such
as least-squares weighting, because ANNs can account for interaction effects between time series
forecasts. Tkacz, 2001 improved the accuracy of financial and monetary forecasts of Canadian GDP
growth by feeding leading macroeconomic indicator variables into neural network models.
Machine learning models have also been proved to be powerful in solving various types of economic
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problems. There is an emergent literature in economics and statistics dealing with interval-valued
data in a regression framework. Maia et al., 2008 implemented ARIMA and neural networks models
to forecast the center and radii of intervals.
On the methodological front, some pioneering econometricians studied the statistical properties
of machine learning estimators. Ullah et al., 1982 found that the improvement in prediction risk
given by machine learning estimators such as LASSO is not always guaranteed given non-normal
disturbance terms. Lee and Ullah, 2001 proposed two nonparametric tests for neglected nonlinearity
in time series regression models, including a goodness-of-fit test and a nonparametric conditional
moment test. Ullah and Giles, 1982 chapter 10 adapted a ML technique, namely the k Nearest
Neighbors (kNN) algorithm to produce the interval forecast. There is much work in the social
sciences on discrete choice models. Among those, the multinomial logit is the most common model
used for multiple choice models. In many cases, however, the underlying assumptions for the logit
model MLE estimator are inconsistent with the observed data. Ullah and Giles, 1982 Chapter 3
formulated a shrinkage type of estimator called the “Information-Theoretic” estimator that relies on
assumptions that are consistent with data, and is computationally much less demanding than the
simulated likelihood class of estimators.
The first chapter is adapted from a paper co-authored with Lars Stentoft and published on
the Journal of Portfolio Management in 2019. We modified a ML model in order to develop a
portfolio tracking strategy that solves a pain point for investors. Many investors try to replicate
the performance of certain financial instrument, such as a hedge fund strategy return index for
its desirable risk-return profile. However, access to many popular strategies, including hedge fund
index replication, is prohibitive due to either high cost or entry barrier. The proliferation of cheap,
liquid benchmark-tracking exchange traded funds (ETFs) provides an opportunity to solve such
problem. The challenge is to find the “right” ETFs, as the number of relevant ETFs in the ETF
universe is very large. The conventional ML-assisted dimension reduction technique, which is to
constrain the number of investment instruments of the model is a natural solution. However, a
conventional approach is not ideal in this investment context, where a trade-off needs to be made
between the number of investment instruments and statistical loss, i.e. mean squared portfolio
tracking error. The standard statistical resampling procedure called cross-validation that optimize
the complexity-loss trade-off is not designed to respect model user’s economic loss or utility. This
chapter proposes an innovative modification to fill in the gap between statistical loss and economic
loss, which aggregates various investment costs and tracking deviations. By selecting the replication
instruments in a way that is more consistent with his or her economic utility, the investor can save
around 60 bps per year, vs the conventional variable selection procedure.
My second and third chapter focus a popular investment strategy in the currency foreign exchange
market. Buying currencies with higher interest rates and selling ones with lower interest rates is
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commonly known as carry trade speculation, where “carry” refers to the interest rate differential
between two countries. Carry trade strategy is the most widely discussed currency strategy in the
finance literature, and carry traders are often blamed for causing large swings in currency prices.
Since understanding the true mechanism driving currency market is important for both investors and
central banks, in the second chapter, I assess this causal relationship using state-of-the art robust
causal inference technique, called de-biased machine learning, and cross checking the conclusion
with other more conventional casual inference tools. Due to the complexities of financial markets, a
simple linear model or a näıve ML model could easily result in model misspecification, which will in
turn bias causal parameter estimation and result in misleading conclusions. I found that contrary
to what is typically assumed in the literature and popular belief, there is no evidence that carry
trade speculation is an important causal factor in driving currency returns. What appears to be
carry-trade related currency reaction should be actually attributed to other mechanisms related to
the monetary policy change.
Most carry trade related literature has been focusing on rationalizing the carry trade excess
returns as a risk premium. Interestingly, what is at odds with the theoretical prediction is the
observed puzzle that the carry trade risk premium has disappeared after the financial crisis. In
the last chapter, I show that the puzzle could be attributed to an omitted source of currency risk
premium. Some currencies are more sensitive to global economic and financial signals, and therefore
attract the attention of currency speculators as the global economy transition through different stages
of the business cycle. These currencies have higher “speculation beta”, and therefore earn higher
speculation risk premium. However, the two risk premia cancel out after the financial crisis. By
constructing a conditional carry trade strategy that removes the contamination from the speculation
beta, I am able to recover the carry trade risk premium. Constructing the new strategy requires
currency ranking based on each currency’s speculation beta. In this paper, the speculation beta is
estimated using ML to better capture the non-linear relationships between currency returns and a
large pool of economic and financial signals, as well as to reduce the dimension of the problem. I
also find that high speculation beta countries tend to be the ones that play a more important role
in the global economic network.
Each chapter of the thesis builds on the previous chapter by including a new model into the
set of machine learning models it uses. In order to focus on the problem rather than the technical
details of the tools, I put the details in the appendix for the convenience of readers.
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Summary for Lay Audience
Data-driven Machine Learning (ML) modelling is not as widely accepted in economics as in the
broader statistics community, and a large part of it is due to the fact that ML methods do not
deliver estimators with formal large sample properties traditionally reported in econometrics papers.
However, some newly developed methods at the intersection of ML and econometrics have recently
made advances in theoretical results of this type. When applied to causal inference problems in
certain context, they could perform better than traditional econometric methods.
Apart from these special cases, ML methods in general could not deliver valid confidence inter-
vals. However we should not dismiss them due to their advantages in in capturing complex data
relationships. This is particularly true for problems involving financial markets data.
My thesis, which consists of three chapters, aims to either adapt ML to solve important questions
in financial markets, or apply state-of-the art ML methodologies that specifically target on economic
causal inference problems.
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Chapter 1
Consistent and Efficient Dynamic
Portfolio Replication with Many
Factors
Lars Stentoft1 and Sha Wang2
Abstract
Factor investing involves choosing securities to construct portfolios with particular risk-return pro-
files. With the proliferation of benchmark-tracking exchange traded funds (ETFs), virtually any
risk-return profile can be reconstructed though the challenge is to find the “right” ETFs, as the
number of relevant ETFs is very large. This challenge is essentially a dimension reduction problem.
The conventional approach used in machine learning, which is to constrain the complexity of the
model at the cost of worse statistical loss, is not ideal in this investment context where complexity is
the number of investment instruments in the tracking portfolio, and loss is portfolio tracking error.
The standard statistical resampling procedure called cross-validation that optimize the complexity-
loss trade-off is not designed to respect model user’s economic loss or utility. This paper proposes
an innovative modification to fill in the gap between statistical loss and economic loss, which is
investment cost. Apart from solving a general problem, the new cross validation procedure is also
useful for special dynamic problems like portfolio tracking, where portfolio drifts in every period due
to changing market condition, and the investment cost associated with re-balancing the portfolio
back to its desired state is changing over time. I illustrate this methodology by replicating hedge
1Department of Economics and Department of Statistical and Actuarial Sciences, University of Western Ontario,
Canada, lars.stentoft@uwo.ca.
2Department of Economics, University of Western Ontario, Canada, swang684@uwo.ca
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fund returns with ETFs using a linear model with complexity penalty (LASSO). The results show
that, by selecting the right replication instruments in a way that is consistent with an investor’s
economic utility instead of using purely statistical losses, the investor can save around 60 bps per
year.
1 Introduction
Nowadays, factor investing has become an important part of the investing opportunity set. Factor
investing takes many forms, including replicating index, mutual fund and hedge fund returns. In its
most general form, it involves choosing, among a potentially large class of securities, which specific
securities to use to mimic given characteristics of a type of asset or fund, or to obtain exposure to
particular types of risk factors. For example, when the objective is to replicate a particular asset,
factor investing becomes a process for identifying and obtaining exposure to the right set of risk
factors that replicate its risk and return profile. Historically, factors were obtained as the output
of asset pricing models such as the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and its extensions. For
example, Fama and French, 1993 use a simple factor model where size and value risk are included as
two additional factors, a model which is still popular today. In the seminal paper by Sharpe, 1992,
twelve different asset classes, e.g. small/large cap stocks, long/short term bonds among others, were
used as factors to explain fund returns.
Today, factor investing is used much more broadly, and the replicating instruments are extremely
varied. The recent proliferation of benchmark-tracking exchange traded funds (ETFs) has been
crucial to this development. Assets under management in ETFs surpassed 4.4 trillion in 2017, up
more than five-fold over a 10-year period.3 The types of exposure investors can obtain via ETFs now
include various niche markets. However, with more than 5, 000 ETFs to choose from, the empirical
challenge is to find the “right” ETFs with the right risk factors to replicate the performance of a
particular target. Picking the right ETFs involves two major challenges. First, since the number of
relevant ETFs in the cross section is typically much larger than the available number of observations
across time, factor selecting constitutes an overdetermined problem. Second, even if it is possible to
perfectly replicate (in sample) the target and minimize total tracking errors, the currently available
methods are not able to minimize the tracking costs, which includes the trading costs. Numerous
studies suggest that the returns of certain investment strategies, including factor investing, may be
offset by trading costs (see e.g. de Groot et al., 2012 and Polbennikov, 2018).
We propose a method for selecting assets among a very large candidate pool for tracking a
given target as closely as possible with two critical steps for minimizing the combined or total costs
for investors, specified in terms of tracking errors and tracking costs. First, to tackle the variable
3See https://www.statista.com/statistics/224579/worldwide-etf-assets-under-management-since-1997/.
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selection problem of picking the appropriate ETFs among a large sample of ETFs, we use the so-
called Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) approach, a penalized regression
method in which the coefficients of less relevant factors are “shrunk” towards zero. Second, to
implement the LASSO approach correctly in a setting with tracking costs, we propose a consistent
technique for penalizing irrelevant variables in a time series context, using a dynamic cross validation
process. Our method allows for flexible adjustment of the relative importance of the utility losses
resulting from tracking errors and the tracking costs, and therefore the investor is able to customize
our method by fine-tuning the statistical risk function based on her/his preferences.4 We illustrate
our methodology empirically by demonstrating how hedge fund returns can be replicated with ETFs.
Our results show that by selecting the right replication instruments in a way that is consistent with
the investor’s utility, our improved selection algorithm saves investor’s approximately 60 bps per
year out of sample.
LASSO is a well-known method for variable selection in statistics. Implementing LASSO involves
picking a regularization parameter λ, which is used to penalize coefficients for the variables judged
as less relevant by the model5. When the penalty is large enough, certain coefficients are shrunk
all the way to zero, i.e. these variables drop out of the model. Since the modeller does not know
what the optimal trade-off is beforehand, choosing the optimal λ is problematic. Therefore, if one
decides to implement LASSO, a statistical technique known as cross validation (CV) must be used
to choose the λ that yields an optimal in sample fit. This approach has been used in several factor
investing papers to select the right securities for replicating a given target. For example, Chen and
Tindall, 2014 apply LASSO to select tracking ETFs for hedge fund replication.
Standard LASSO, however, is a purely statistically motivated method that maximizes in sample
fit to the data or equivalently minimizes in sample losses. When applied to portfolio construction
though, in sample fit to data should not be used as an appropriate metric for variable selection. In
particular, when the objective is to track a portfolio through time, one cannot neglect the dynamic
aspect of this task nor the costs that are incurred in case the tracking portfolio is updated to keep
statistical losses minimized. In other words, the standard cross validation in LASSO is inconsistent
with the investor’s economic utility. To implement LASSO correctly in this setting, we suggest a
new cost function or metric for selecting the penalty parameter λ that includes tracking costs. In
order to implement this correctly with LASSO, we argue that instead of the typical method for cross
validation, a dynamic approach is needed and we discuss how this can be implemented. Finally, to
ensure consistency between the “in sample” estimation, i.e. the process of selecting the appropriate
variables, and the “out of sample” evaluation, i.e. the total costs from updating the optimal tracking
portfolio to dynamically track a given target, we stress that the same objective function should be
4In the empirical section of this paper, though, we equally weigh the two parts.
5The appendix provides further details on this model
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used.6
Among asset managers, there is a growing interest in investing in hedge funds as a new asset
class. However, hedge funds are almost exclusively available for sophisticated investors due to the
regulatory requirement, high management fees, and a long lock in period.7 Moreover, due to the
notorious lack of transparency of hedge fund strategies, it is difficult to use economic theory or
knowledge about investment objectives for selecting the appropriate sub-class of assets to use for
hedge fund replication. For examples on how to use the factor model framework to explain and
replicate hedge fund returns see Fung and Hsieh, 1997 and Hasanhodzic and Lo, 2007. Note also
that many hedge fund returns exhibit time-varying and nonlinear properties. To accommodate this,
nonlinear models have been tested in replication exercises, see e.g. Roncalli and Weisang, 2012
and Amenc et al., 2008. However, the out of sample performances of these non-linear models are
generally not significantly better than that of the simpler linear models.
In our empirical application we assume that hedge funds are systematically exposed to a set of
risk factors, which are represented by ETFs, and we use our modified LASSO approach to construct
a replication portfolio that consists of easily investable factors, represented by ETFs, to imitate the
performance of a hedge-fund benchmark. To assess the performance of our proposed methodology, we
compare the out of sample losses, i.e. the tracking errors plus the rebalancing costs, that are incurred
using our modified approach for replicating the target to those incurred using a standard LASSO
approach. The results show that our proposed method, which penalizes parameter coefficients in a
way that is consistent with investor preferences and accounts accurately for transaction costs, ranks
as the best one, and this holds irrespective of the rebalancing horizon.
While our empirical application is to hedge fund replication using traded ETFs, our proposed
methodology is straightforwardly applicable to any other factor replication setting. For example,
our approach could be used to create alternative index tracking ETFs which minimize total tracking
costs including actual transaction costs, or to construct smart beta portfolios.8 Moreover, our focus
on consistency between loss functions in sample and out of sample can be used as a guideline for
selecting the optimal tuning parameter in other machine learning algorithms and not just the LASSO
method used here. Leading institutions in the field of factor investing have already applied machine
learning tools to factor investing, see e.g. MSCI, 2013. Our proposed modification to the cross
validation process should be considered by these proponents of machine learning applications in the
finance industry to ensure that the resulting algorithm is appropriate in a time series context.
6The issue of consistency between in sample and out of sample loss functions has also been discussed in e.g. the
option pricing literature (see Christoffersen and Jacobs, 2004).
7One needs to meet the accredited investor minimum to be able to invest in hedge fund. Hedge funds usually
have a 2/20 fee structure: about 2% of assets and a performance fee (typically 20% of profits) annually. Historically,
typical lock up periods were several years.
8Here the objective is to construct an alternative non-benchmark tracking portfolio by finding and reweighting
constituents to have the desired risk exposure.
4
2 Variable Selection with LASSO
Without loss of generality, consider the problem of constructing a replication portfolio using a group
of ETFs, to replicate the returns from a hedge fund index. This problem can be simply stated as
finding the portfolio weights, the βj ’s, that minimize the errors in the following linear model
yt =
J∑
j
βjXjt + εt, (1.1)
where yt is the return of the hedge fund index in month t, Xjt is the return of the jth ETF, βj is
the portfolio weight, and where the summation is over all J ETFs. The εt are time specific tracking
errors and the objective is to minimize the size of these, for example by using ordinary least squares
to estimate the β coefficients. Note that since the purpose of estimation is replication instead of
establishing some type of causality between X and y, we are not in general concerned with the
potential linear dependence between εt and Xjt, which could bias the weight estimates. Moreover,
note that there is no intercept term in Equation (1.1) because any alpha generated by manager skills
cannot be replicated.
For the application at hand, the problem is that there are literally thousands of ETFs to choose
from. However, it is impossible to include all of them as regressors because the number of candidate
assets J is typically very large, relative to the number of observations T . An exhaustive search and
backtesting algorithm, which searches among all possible combinations of assets and assesses the
resulting replicating portfolios’ historical tracking error, would also pose a computational challenge
because it would require us to try all possible variable combinations as the set of regressors. The
number of trials is 2J , which grows exponentially in the number of candidate assets J .
One possible solution to the common regression approach of minimizing squared tracking errors
is to use LASSO, which minimizes the sum of the squared tracking errors and a penalty term and
estimates the replicating portfolio weights as the solution to the following problem
min
βj
∑
t
(yt −Xtβ)2 + λ
∑
j
|βj |, (1.2)
where λ is sometimes referred to as “regularization parameter”. The LASSO regression is mathemat-
ically equivalent to a constrained optimization problem (see e.g. Tibshirani, 1996). The constrained
region has a desirable shape such that the optimization yields zero coefficients for many variables
and the larger the λ is, the more zero coefficients there are. Because of these nice and intuitive
properties, LASSO has become a popular tool for variable selection.
LASSO takes the tuning parameter λ as given. However, λ needs to be fed to LASSO for it
to produce β̂. Nowadays choosing the optimal value for parameters like λ for various machine
learning methods is a critical step in many industry applications. In practice, λ is often chosen to
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minimize so-called “estimation risk” or “prediction risk”, which is defined as the expected loss (in
the population) of using some sample-derived estimator to predict yt and given by
R = E[(yt −Xtβ̂)2]. (1.3)
The estimation risk can be decomposed into three sources: the bias and the variance of the
estimator, as well as the variance of the noise. To see this, let the estimator be h(Xt) (as a general
case for Xtβ̂ ), let the mean of the estimator be µ, let the prediction based on a true model be
f , define the noise as difference between y and f and let its variance be σ2, then the following
decomposition of the error holds.
E[(y − h)2] = E[h2 − 2hy + y2]
= E[h2]− 2E[t]E[y] + E[y2]
= E[(h− µ)2] + µ2 − 2µf + E[(y − f)2] + f2
= E[(h− µ)2] + (µ− f)2 + E[(y − f)2]
= V ariance+ bias2 + σ2.
(1.4)
In reality, all three components of the estimation risk are unknown as they are all population
parameters. In practice, the sample analogue 1T
∑
t(yt − Xtβ̂)2 is used to estimate R. Using in-
sample residuals to calculate estimation risk, however, will lead to a downward biased estimate
because β̂ is chosen specifically to minimize the in sample sum of squared residuals. As a result,
the variance term is not reflected in the estimated risk. The under estimation of the variance term
is especially severe when the model is very complicated, as these models tend to over-fit the noise
and therefore have a larger variance. The real estimation risk of using a random sample should be
worse. To overcome this problem, the out of sample prediction error is used to estimate R.
Intuitively, the tuning parameter λ provides a degree of freedom in LASSO whereby the mean
out of sample prediction error can be minimized. Without λ, LASSO corresponds to the standard
OLS where it is not possible to minimize out of sample losses.Alternatively, OLS can be considered
a special case of LASSO where out of sample losses are neglected.
To avoid wasting data by splitting the data set into two and using only half of it for estimation,
Cross Validation (CV) adopts clever data recycling techniques to create “new” data sets. A typical
recycling technique is the N -fold CV where the data set is divided into N mutually exclusive blocks,
and each block is used in turn as the (pseudo) out of sample data set to calculate an estimate of R.
The remaining N − 1 blocks are used for in sample estimation. The final cross validated estimation
risk is the average over the N individual estimates, and the optimal λ, β is the λk, β(λk) resulting
in the minimal loss:
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λ̂, β̂ = argmin
λ,β
R̂CV (β(λ)) = argmin
λ
Σn∈[1,N ]R̂
CV (β(λn)),
where R̂CV is also referred to as the cross validated estimation risk. CV looks for the optimal value
of λ, such that the resulting coefficients β(λ) minimizes R̂CV (β).
The following outlines a standard CV procedure to pick optimal cross validated λ:
1. Divide the data sample intoN mutually exclusive subsets, preferably of equal size, S1, S2 . . . SN ,
and define a set of K distinct values of λ to be considered, λ1, λ2 . . . λK .
2. Calculate the cross validated risk for each λk. To do so iterate over the n = 1, 2, ...N subsets
and proceed as follows:
(a) Set Sn aside as the validation set.
(b) Use the rest of the data, Z =
⋃
m 6=n
Sm, as the estimation data set and solve the LASSO
problem:
min
β
∑
t∈Z
(yt −Xtβ)2 + λk
∑
j
|βj |. (1.5)
Denote the resulting point estimate by β̂n(λk).
(c) Compute the cross validated risk for Sn
R̂n(λk) = U(yt∈Sn , Xt∈Sn , β̂
n(λk)). (1.6)
The cross validated risk for λk can be calculated as the average R̄(λk) across the data samples
given by:
R̂(λk) =
1
N
I∑
n=1
R̂n(λk). (1.7)
3. The optimal cross validated value of λ is the value λk which yields the lowest R̂(λk).
3 Statistical Inconsistency of Applying LASSO for Portfolio
Optimization
The out of sample MSE losses used to implement the standard LASSO discussed above essentially
correspond to the statistical model fit or, in the case of portfolio replication, the tracking errors.
Tracking errors are an important part of the costs arising from using a given tracking portfolio to
track returns. However, in reality assets in a portfolio that is designed to minimize the tracking
errors will drift away from their optimal weights as the market moves. Also, as new data becomes
available, the estimated optimal weights may change. Therefore investors have to rebalance the
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tracking portfolio, ideally as frequently as possible, to ensure that the weights are adjusted back
to their optimal values. Since rebalancing costs erode the returns, when backtesting any portfolio
construction method, the model user should keep track of all the transaction costs accumulated
over time. The LASSO method with CV is no longer optimal because λ, β are chosen to minimize
R represented by a MSE loss function. However, when we evaluate the performance of a portfolio
tracking strategy, we would use an investor’s economic utility, which should incorporate transaction
costs.
Different λ leads to different but nested models, because as λ increases, more and more βs start
to be shrunk to 0. To compare and pick the best λ is equivalent of comparing nested models.
In general, when comparing two nested models where Xmodel1 = {X1, X2, ...XJ} and Xmodel2 =
{X1, X2, ...XJ+1, ...XJ+K}, we need to make sure the loss function Lest for estimating the model
parameters is the same as the Leval we use to evaluate the two models’ prediction performance.
Christoffersen and Jacobs, 2004, and Patton, 2015 has detailed discussion on the importance of this
statistical consistency.
In the context of looking for the best model for an investor, the Leval is the following:
Leval(β) = Linvest = (1− γ)Tracking Loss + γTracking Cost. (1.8)
Therefore {λ, β} should optimize the same Lest(β) = Linvest. In standard cross validation,{λ, β}
are chosen to minimize to MSE loss. To preserve the statistical consistency, we modify the cross
validation loss function RCV from MSE to Linvest, so that the parameters are estimated not only
to minimize the tracking error/losses but also takes into consideration the tracking cost.
3.1 Sequential CV for Time Series
Apart from picking the right functional form L, for time series data, often times the data splitting
methodology for cross validation also matters for the quality of estimating R. The main reason is
that there is information “leakage” when the validation data occur after the training data. When
X is a relevant predictive variable and when there is serial correlation in X and ε, the out of sample
prediction error will be lower compared to the situation where the validation set is independent from
the training set. However, when X is irrelevant and when both X and ε are serially correlated, the
validation error will be artificially lower, and much lower than the real prediction risk.
Therefore for time series cross validation, if X is known to be relevant, we should use a cross
validation procedure that respect the timing of data occurrence, i.e. validation set should occur after
the training set (see Exhibit 1.1). If X is suspected to be not relevant, we should do the opposite,
i.e. forbid the validation set to occur after the training set. Exhibit 1.2 and Exhibit 1.3 are two
different CVs that both respect the timing of data occurrence.
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Exhibit 1.1: Two example rounds in a 10-fold CV which differ in terms of estimation-validation
sequence
Red block is the validation set; Blue block is the training set
Exhibit 1.2: A Sequential Cross Validation
Exhibit 1.3: ”Recursive Window CV”
Since we are using the penalty parameter λ to get rid of irrelevant variables, when we compute
the out of sample prediction error, the assumption should be that X with non-zero coefficients are
relevant. Therefore the cross validation that respects the time sequence will give a prediction error
estimate that is closer to the truth.
3.2 Accounting for Dynamic Losses
The tracking or rebalancing cost in Equation (1.8) has to be calculated not only sequentially, but also
cumulatively, i.e. every time the tracking portfolio is updated as a result of recursively updating the
estimation, rebalancing costs are incurred and added to the total cost term. This dynamic nature of
the cost term requires a careful method design to make sure the new algorithm is able to optimize
over the right rebalancing cost. In this paper, we modify the CV processes to accommodate the
additional cost.
As an illustration, suppose our sequence of estimated optimal weights over the rolling win-
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Exhibit 1.4:
Investment cost in each period
dows with an interval of 4 months are β̂(24), . . . β̂(56) and the weights before adjustment are
w(24), . . . w(56). Weights then need to be adjusted by ∆(T ) = β̂(T ) − w(T ) to achieve the new
optimal level. Exhibit 1.4 illustrates this setting. The objective here is to ensure that as new
data comes in, the adjustment required is not too high on average. This requires the estimates to
be relatively stable and that the drifts of the selected assets are not too large from one period to
another.
We consider two specific types of tracking costs for investing in ETFs: 1) bj , the bid-ask spread
per unit of shares traded of the jth ETF and 2) cj , the per period expense ratio of the jth ETF.
With these two elements, we can write down the exact form of the tracking cost. Let β̂(m) denote
the portfolio weights estimated using data up to t = m, and assume that the portfolio is rebalanced
every q periods.9 The tracking costs from t = m+ 1 to t = m+ q is given by
Tracking Cost =
∑
j
(bj |∆β̂j(m)|+ q ∗ cj β̂j(m)), (1.9)
where ∆β̂j(m) = β̂j(m) − β̂j(m − q) is the required weight change in the jth ETF to achieve the
desired new optimal level at time m. Over this period of time the tracking loss is given by
Tracking Loss =
√
Σt=m+qt=m+1(yt −Xtβ̂(m))2
q
, (1.10)
where we replaced the Mean Squared Error (MSE) typically used in cross validation by the Root
Mean Squared Errors (RMSE) so that the tracking losses and tracking cost have the same unit.10
9In general, we will assume that re-estimation and rebalancing occur simultaneously.
10Note that since square root is a monotonic transformation the λ that minimizes the out of sample MSE also
minimizes the RMSE.
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We can now put the two together to obtain the exact form of the out of sample losses from m + 1
to m+ q which are given by
L = (1− γ)
√
Σt=m+qt=m+1(yt −Xtβ̂(m))2
q
+ γ
∑
j(bj |∆β̂j(m)|+ q ∗ cj β̂j(m))
q
, (1.11)
where the standard loss corresponds to the special case with γ = 0. The γ parameter provides
flexibility for specifying the investment preference of tracking errors v.s. tracking costs. As the
portfolio is rebalanced every q periods for n rounds, we simply sum over all rebalancing rounds to
obtain the total losses.
While the outlined loss functions could be implemented in a LASSO step with the standard
penalized objective function in Equation (1.2), using the same unique value of λ to penalize all
ETFs may seem inconsistent with ETF specific transaction costs. For example, if there is an ETF
with moderate transaction costs and good tracking performance, it should be penalized less, and be
assigned a decent sized weight due to its tracking performance. To accommodate this feature we
propose an alternative LASSO loss function given by
min
β
∑
t
(yt −Xtβ)2 + λ
∑
j
cj |βj |, (1.12)
where cj is the per unit investment cost. In Equation (1.12) the penalty parameter λ is adjusted at
the ETF level so that they are proportional to the per unit investment cost. This form is similar to
the standard Adaptive LASSO loss function, first proposed by Zou, 2006.11 Further details on how
to implement our methodology can be found below.
The complete estimation procedure
1) Set up training-validation data splitting
2) Take λi from the candidate set of λs: {0, . . . λmax},
3) For CV rounds n = 1, 2 . . . N , compute the optimal β̂i that solves equation (1.12) (Adaptive
LASSO) or (1.2) (LASSO) ; Use the validation dataset to calculate the loss U(β̂i)
4) Compute the risk by averaging losses across all CV rounds:
R̂(λ) =
1
9
ΣiU(β̂
i(λ))
Go back to 2) and repeat until all λs are tested
4) Pick the λ∗ that yields the smallest R̂.
This procedure differs from the standard cross validation in step 1) and 4).The loss function used
to optimize λ is economic loss, and cross validation rounds are splitted in a particular way such that
11While it is unclear theoretically whether Adaptive LASSO leads to a better out of sample performance, our
empirical results clearly documents this method‘s superior performance.
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Exhibit 1.5: Monthly hedge fund returns from January, 2010, to September, 2017, for a total of 93
months
(a) Return time series (b) Return histogram
Source: Hedge Fund Research Inc.
the later round will not include observations that occurred before the first round.
4 Application to a Hedge Fund Index
The replication target could be individual hedge funds or an index of hedge funds adopting similar
strategies. In practice it is very challenging to replicate individual hedge fund returns because
the idiosyncratic errors may make the estimate too noisy. Therefore the majority of replication
exercises end up targeting the aggregate performance of a large group of hedge funds. We follow
this approach here though our proposed methodology is applicable to the other cases as well. The
Hedge Fund Research Institution (HFRI) provides indexation of hedge funds. Their HFRI FOF:
Conservative Index is chosen as the replication target in this paper to avoid survivorship bias.
The HFRI FOF aggregates a group of similar hedge funds and the data on this tracking target
comes from the monthly HFRI database. The sample period is January 2010 to September 2017
(93 months). Exhibit 1.5 provides the time series plot and the histogram of the index returns. The
return distribution is slightly left skewed and somewhat heavy tailed, i.e. the mass of the distribution
is concentrated on the right, and returns fall more frequently in the extreme region than with the
Gaussian distribution.
The candidate ETF pool used in this paper consists of 25 ETFs, which is indeed a large number
relative to the number of observations (see Exhibit 1.6 for a complete list of funds used). The
methods described in this paper, however, can be applied the same way to a pool of any size, even
to a pool with many more ETFs. The main criteria for selecting the ETFs used is based on the
longevity of the tracking record and of having a large value of asset under management(AUM),
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Exhibit 1.6: List of ETFs used for replication
because an ETF with a large AUM tends to be more liquid. Some ETFs that are potentially very
relevant for hedge fund replications do not have a long tracking record, but we want to keep them
in the candidate pool. This constrains the length of our estimation window. The monthly returns
and the expense ratio of the ETFs come from Yahoo finance. The cost of investing in a particular
ETF consists of the operational expense ratio and the bid-ask spread occurred during a transaction.
Exhibit 1.7 reports the first four moments of the monthly returns for the index and the 25 selected
ETFs. Note that while there are some indications of non-normality in the returns, a Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test for normality does not reject the Gaussian assumption for the index or for any of the
25 ETFs. The last column reports the Sharpe ratio, i.e. the ratio of the mean and the standard
deviation of returns, a widely used metric in the financial industry to measure risk adjusted return
of financial assets. Compared to the index, ETFs in general exhibit higher means and standard
deviations, and their returns are more symmetrically distributed around the mean. In terms of
risk-return trade-off, also plotted in Exhibit 1.8, only two ETFs beat the index (measured by their
Sharpe ratios) due to low volatilities, namely iShares Intermediate Credit Bond (CIU) and Total
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Exhibit 1.6: List of ETFs used for replication, cont.
Bond Market (BND) ETFs.
To assess the out of sample tracking performance of the various methods, we set aside the last
three years’ of data for out of sample testing. We compare the performance of the simple OLS, a
standard LASSO method and its Adaptive LASSO variant, as well as their corresponding modified
counterparts proposed in this paper. The characteristics of each model are tabulated in Table 1.1.
As explained previously, Standard Adaptive LASSO allows the penalty on each variable to vary.
The modifications we propose focus on the cross validation process. After modification, the training
set and the validation set has to be arranged strictly as the sequence they follow in real data. This
makes it possible for us to track rebalancing costs that are cumulated in a particular sequence over
time, such as to choose a penalty parameter to minimize a cross validated loss that incorporates the
investment costs, instead of a simple MSE loss.
The losses are shown in Exhibit 1.9, which shows that the four LASSO estimators in general cut
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Exhibit 1.7: Statistical Moments and Sharpe ratios of the monthly returns
Sources: Yahoo Finance (ETFs) and Hedge Fund Research Inc. (Index).
Table 1.1: Model comparison
the out of sample loss significantly and by as much as 40% compared to OLS. Moreover, the exhibit
shows that the Customized Adaptive LASSO with our proposed modification (C. Adaptive LASSO)
improves significantly on the performance of the Standard LASSO. This result is robust across all
considered rebalancing frequencies. In particular, a manager could save around 60 bps per year by
adopting this customization.
Note that due to the randomness in sample splitting during cross validation, LASSO and Adaptive
LASSO gives outlier results at certain rebalancing frequencies. In order to reduce the performance
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Exhibit 1.8: Risk-Return Trade-off for ETFs
Exhibit 1.9: Loss comparison with real costs across rebalancing frequency
variance due to randomness, we repeated LASSO and Adaptive LASSO for 100 times and show the
average result. The set of random seeds for LASSO and Adaptive LASSO is the same, although this
is not necessary. When being averaged, the results are not sensitive to the particular set of seeds
chosen.
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Exhibit 1.10: Loss comparison with high costs across rebalancing frequency
The modification to the Standard LASSO improves the method across rebalancing frequencies
and different cost structure scenarios, demonstrating the importance of using consistent loss func-
tions for CV. This modification is particularly important when allowing for individual ETF penalties
that are proportional to the investment costs. When penalties across ETFs are constant, the im-
provement is much smaller, indicating clearly that standard LASSO’s constraint on the penalty
structure introduces inefficiencies into the new cost-sensitive variable selection approach. The effec-
tiveness of the modification is quite dependent on a flexible penalty structure, to the extent that
without this flexibility, modified LASSO algorithm would choose a worse λ (see Exhibit 1.10 when
costs are increased ten fold). When tracking costs are part of the loss function, but the LASSO
algorithm only considers constant penalty, it leads to the worst results, although the losses are still
smaller than when no variable selection is performed.
Exhibit 1.10 shows the corresponding performance when costs to investing in the ETFs is in-
creased ten fold. The exhibit shows that the performance ranking still stands and Customized
Adaptive LASSO is always the method that gives the smallest losses. Compared to Exhibit 1.9,
the relative improvement appears to increase with costs. Note that the performance of Customized
LASSO alone is not always superior to standard LASSO across rebalancing frequencies, but our
suggested modification to the cross validation step delivers a more stable performance by avoiding
loss overshoot when rebalanced quarterly, for example.12
12The failure of Customized LASSO to dominate Standard LASSO is potentially due to the fact that the Standard
LASSO penalty function imposes one λ for all ETFs. Customized LASSO has to take into consideration the dynamic
transaction cost but with the Standard LASSO loss function it does not have the flexibility of adjusting the penalty
on individual ETFs to minimize that cost. This results in a sub-optimal solution, which may or may not be better
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Exhibit 1.11: Illustration of recycling data by window shifting
4.1 Recycling Data by Window Shifting
In our empirical application we examine the effect of using different in-sample rebalancing frequencies
from 1 to 12 months. One problem that arises when using a lower rebalancing frequency in a situation
with a relative short sample of data is that fewer rounds of CV are available. For example, if we
rebalance every 12 months, use 24 months for estimation, and the in sample data size is limited to
57 months, we are left with only two rounds of data samples to be used for CV (57=24+12+12+9,
where the last 9 observations are dropped because they do not constitute a complete out of sample).
To increase the number of validation datasets, we propose to recycle the data by shifting the end
point of the first estimation window, and naturally the start point of the block following the first
window also shifts. For example, if we change the first window from using the first 24 months to
using the first 25 months, we could obtain two new rounds of CV (25+12+12+8). Continuing this
way, the procedure can be repeated 11 times where the last two times we only have one round of
CV for each. Due to this shift, all CV rounds are slightly different now and although this type of
recycling yields potentially highly correlated results, it improves the original setup by averaging out
the potential outlier result caused by a particular type of sample split.
Exhibit 1.11 visualizes the recycling both for in sample CV and out of sample tests. The in
sample recycling results in out of sample window shifts as well. With a total of 93 observations, 57
months used for estimation and in sample CV, and 36 months used for out of sample evaluation,
the original set up gives three rounds of out of sample tests (36=12+12+12). By shifting the out
of sample evaluation one month forward at a time for 11 times, we obtain extra out of sample data
sets that are slightly different from the original ones. This significantly increases the available out
of sample data sets.
So far we have improved the consistency between in sample estimation (including cross validation)
and out of sample testing as much as possible, via preserving the sequential nature and ensuring that
the rebalancing frequency is the same, both in sample and out of sample. We also tested whether
our conclusion would hold in a setup where in sample rebalancing and out of sample rebalancing are
than Standard LASSO that does not incorporate transaction cost in the objective function.
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of different frequencies. Specifically, we tested an alternative frequency-inconsistent approach where
the in-sample windows are increased by 1 month regardless of how the out of sample portfolio is
rebalanced (scenario A), or by 12 month regardless of how the out of sample portfolio is rebalanced
(scenario B). The out of sample losses of scenario A are higher, but results for scenario B are mixed
for the three LASSO approaches.
5 Conclusion
We modify the standard LASSO with cross validation approach and illustrate its value using a
hedge fund index replication example, when variables are selected from many potential factors and
transaction costs are accounted for in a dynamically consistent way. The modification involves two
components. First, we generalize the loss function used to determine the optimal value of the tuning
or penalty parameter to be consistent with an investor’s actual economic utility rather than a purely
statistical loss. Second, we propose a dynamic cross validation sampling design which is consistent
with rebalancing the tracking portfolio through time. Our results confirm the importance of using
consistent losses when conducting in sample variable selection and when assessing out of sample
performance, i.e. both should account for transaction costs.
In an empirical application to replicating hedge fund returns, we demonstrate that combining
our modified cross validation method with an alternative version of the LASSO (Adaptive LASSO),
where the penalty is non-constant or adaptive across replicating instruments and proportional to
asset specific costs, yields losses that are significantly lower than what is obtained with OLS or with
Standard LASSO across rebalancing frequencies. In particular, by selecting the right replication
instruments in a way that is consistent with the investor’s economic utility instead of using purely
statistical losses, our improved selection algorithm saves investor’s around 60 bps per year out of
sample.
Although we use hedge fund replication as an example, our new cross validation procedure
designed specifically for time series should be able to improve the performance of a wide range of
problems with a forecasting nature, when over-fitting and transaction costs are major concerns of
the model user. Moreover, the modification we propose enables the modeler or investor to flexibly
accommodate different utility functions. Thus, relevant extensions are broad-based, such as the
setting where the objective is replaced by other factor investing problems, or when the model user’s
preference over multiple goals is replaced with asymmetric preference of tracking errors, or losses
are non-additive. Finally, our proposed cross validation method could be used in other machine
learning algorithms for factor investing, when the utility function of the model user is not a simple
mean squared error loss.
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Chapter 2
The Causal Impact of Interest
Rate Changes on Exchange Rates:
The Dollar Yen Case
Sha Wang
Abstract
Monetary policy is often assumed to be a driver in currency prices. In this paper, I verify the price
impact for the most popular carry trade currency pair, the US Dollar/Japanese Yen. Empirical ev-
idence shows that exchange rate changes and interest rate changes are correlated, but the challenge
is to disentangle causality from spurious correlation; the latter being a consequence of currency price
being affected by omitted economic and financial factors, called “confounding” variables. Having a
correct assessment of what is the true mechanism driving currency market is important for monetary
policy decisions. One identification approach is to control for the confounding variables. However,
this is challenging for two reasons. Firstly, the confounding variables could be a small subset from
a large pool of potential candidates. Therefore we need to select the right variables. Secondly,
the relationship between the confounding variables and currency returns could be non-linear due to
the complexities of financial markets. Therefore a naive linear model could easily result in model
misspecification, which will in turn bias causal parameter estimation and result in misleading con-
clusions. Machine learning prediction is powerful in dimension reduction and flexible functional
approximation. However, ML introduces bias that could contaminates the causal parameter es-
timation. Using a state-of-the art robust causal inference technique that aims at alleviating the
estimation error in causal coefficients that can be attributed to these two problems (“Double Ma-
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chine Learning”), I find no strong evidence that interest rate changes is an important causal factor
in driving currency returns. This finding is contrary to what is typically assumed in the currency
literature and to the popular belief in financial market. As comparison, I use Structural Vector
Autoregression (SVAR) to isolate monetary policy shocks. It is found to yield very similar results
as the DML approach with linear specification. Interestingly, DML with non-linear specifications
gives more negative estimates. It is worth reflecting on possible violations to assumption that are
necessary for SVAR estimates to be valid.
1 Introduction
Various papers have examined the causal effects of a monetary policy on exchange rates. Eichenbaum
and Evans, 1995 use their policy shock measures to study the impact of a U.S. monetary policy shock
on US nominal exchange rates. Grilli and Roubini, 1996 consider policy shock measures for seven
non-U.S. industrial economies. In financial commentaries, interest rate changes are often blamed for
causing swings in currency prices, because it is believed that some speculators called “carry traders”
have a significant market impact. They buy currencies in high interest countries, and sell those
in lower interest rate countries. Carry trade motivated a popular area of research in the currency
literature that also relates interest rates to currencies.
The asset-pricing literature has competed to explain and rationalize the positive average excess
return of this trading strategy under the efficient market framework. Essentially, as long as the
carry-trade’s time series profits can be liked to some economic or financial risk factor, the positive
mean return can be rationalized as a compensation for being exposed to these risk factors, i.e.
carry trade profit is a risk premium. In theory, the naive, solely rate-driven carry trade should not
be persistently profitable. When risk-free interest rates differ across countries, the non arbitrage
condition implies currencies in high interest rate countries should depreciate to offset the carry gain.
The rate of return from investing in currencies in high interest rate countries is then ex-ante the
same as those in low interest rate countries. This theoretical prediction is referred to as “uncovered
interest rate parity” (UIP). However, empirical evidence suggests otherwise. Numerous studies show
that the carry trade profits are positive on average, and researchers have labelled this “the forward
premium puzzle” (Engel, 1996). In the literature, there has been three approaches to rationalize the
carry trade premium, all attributing it as a compensation for the riskiness of this strategy. Interested
readers should refer to section 4 for more details on the differences among these approaches.
Instead of following the same thread of thought, I shift the focus in this paper to address the
question of whether interest rate has a significant short term market impact on currency assets as
an indirect evidence for the presence of carry trade speculation, and if not, what else drive currency
prices. Whether there is a causal impact of interest rates on currencies has a profound implication
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on policy making. Central banks with an implicit objective on currency intervention, such as the
Bank of Japan, use monetary policy to indirectly intervene in the currency markets based on the
belief that rate-driven speculation will move the relevant currencies in the desired direction.
There has been some attempt on tracing the carry trade activities, including using exchange
platforms’ transaction volume data, cross-border banking flows, or risk reversal skew implied by
option prices, as proxies for the carry-trade behaviour. Based on a pair-wise correlation or qualitative
analysis, these studies conclude that these proxies have a significant impact on currency movements,
and therefore suggests that carry trade is an important market force (Klitgaard and Weir, 2004,Galati
et al., 2007,Gagnon and Chaboud, 2007). However, this evidence should be taken with a grain of
salt, for two reasons. First and foremost, these proxies aggregate FX trading activities that are
incentivised by a wide range of considerations, not just the carry arbitrage. Second, the estimates
are biased due to omitted variable in the sense that there are plenty of other mechanisms that
affect both the proxy and currency at the same time. For example, central banks typically adjust
their monetary policy based on growth- and inflation-related variables. Coincidentally, the recent
path of growth and inflation and projecting their future values are critical for affecting currencies.
These variables that affect both the causal factor as well as the outcome variable is also called the
confounding variables.
In this paper I argue that due to the presence of confounding variables, identifying the causal
impact of interest rate becomes challenging. Currency return R is assumed to be driven by change
in carry c and other factors X:
R = ∆cθ + g(X).
One approach to recover the causal impact is to control for the confounding variables X by adding
g(X) when regressing currency returns on interest rate changes, and interest rate changes can be
considered random conditioning on g(X). There are two challenges associated with the specification
of g(X). Firstly, X is unknown, and is could be any variable from a high-dimensional variable set
that are all potentially relevant. Another challenge is that g is potentially non-linear, due to the
complexities of financial markets. Because of these issue, a naive specification could easily result in
model misspecification, which will in turn contaminate causal parameter estimation and result in
misleading conclusions.
Two building blocks of machine learning (ML) prediction makes it a powerful and popular tool
in dimension reduction and approximating non-linear relationships. Regularization penalizes pa-
rameters in order to achieve dimension reduction, and flexible model specification helps with fitting
even very subtle patterns in the data. The expanding causal machine learning literature proposes
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to exploit the prediction strengths of ML to reduce the risk of misspecifying g(X) and as a result
alleviates the heavy bias in the causal parameter.
As pointed out by Chernozhukov et al., 2018, recovering g(X) using ML is challenging for a
variety of reasons, and the misspecification error could bias the coefficient on causal variable.1 In
order to alleviate the consequence, the authors propose a double orthogonalization procedure to
overcome this problem, called Double Machine Learning (DML). DML has a very similar spirit
to an instrumental variable approach, where the “instrument” is constructed using a data-driven
approach.2
Using a robust causal inference framework DML to properly control for other speculation signals
g(X), I find no evidence that interest rate has a significant causal impact on currency returns. The
robustly recovered g(X) absorbs a significant portion of currency time series variations, and failing
to correctly account for g(X) has a non-negligible consequence on c’s coefficient estimation. I show
that the robustly estimated sign of the causal coefficient is opposite to estimates based on two naive
approaches. The first naive approach does not control for g(X). The second naive approach is a
“single” ML approach, because it selected X using a LASSO model, without partialling out X from
the causal variable. Three ML models are used for DML, linear (LASSO) and non-linear (Decision
Tree and Random Forest)
I compared DML to an alternative approach, which is to use exogenous variations in interest rate
as an instrument. Specifically, I extract exogenous monetary policy shocks using Structural Vector
Autoregression (SVAR). The sign as well as the magnitude agrees with DML using linear specifi-
cation. However, DML with non-linear specifications yields more negative coefficients. Considering
that non-linear ML models fit both currency return and interest rate change better, this could be
an indication that the assumptions SVAR hinges on are violated.
I also designed a variable for exogenous monetary policy change events. However, this approach
is limited by data availability and its design, and is therefore not as robust as DML and SVAR. Its
result lies in between robust approaches and a naive approach.
As for the specific choices for ML models to approximate g(X) during DML estimation, I tried
three different ML model specification, including linear LASSO model, non-linear decision tree
model, and non-linear random forest model. All three specifications lead to the same conclusion –
that a carry-trade mechanism is at best very weak. Among them, the more reliable model should
be decision tree or random forest, as they both fit the data twice as well as LASSO.
This paper is structured into the sections described hereunder. Section 2,2.2 and 3 describe the
DML approach as well as alternative approaches. Section 4.1 presents the data used for constructing
1However, it is exactly ML’s strengths that leads to problems in causal inference. Regularization penalty introduces
bias, and flexible model specification easily overfits the data. Both have direct consequences on causal inference, as
estimating g(X) is a critical step in the process and its errors would contaminate the causal coefficient. Therefore
incorporating ML into the causal inference framework requires some careful modifications
2Double orthogonalization is not the only effective technique in the literature. For example, Belloni, Chernozhukov,
Hansen 2010 proposed a post-LASSO double selection procedure.
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variables. The results of DML are compared to the results of naive approaches as well as other
alternative identification strategies in Section 4. I provide conclusions in Section 5.
2 The Double Machine Learning Approach
The carry ct of a currency pair USD/JPY is defined as the interest-rate differential between the
US (it) and Japan (i
′
t): ct = it − i′t. The fundamental problem for identifying the causal impact
of speculation driven by the carry trade or by the interest rate differentials between two countries
is the fact that there may be common drivers X for both the change in the level of carry and the
currency returns between time t and time t − k. The currency return Rt,t−k =
st − st−k
st−k
and the
change in carry ∆ct,t−k = ct − ct−k are:
Rt,t−k = ∆ct,t−kθ + g(Xt, Xt−k) + Vt, (2.1)
where
∆ct,t−k = m(Xt, Xt−k) + Ut. (2.2)
∆ct is endogenous because of confounding factor Xt, which are the economic and financial variables
that affect both interest rates and currencies. From now on I will use Rt, ∆ct and Xt instead of
distinguishing time indices as simplified notations. Note that since the Japanese interest rate has
been 0 for the entire sample period studied in this paper, ∆ct is effectively driven by US interest
rate, and therefore ∆ct = ∆it.
3
Due to the confounding effect of Xt, estimating equation (2.1) without g(Xt) will lead to a biased
estimate of θ. Since we are interested in whether ∆ct has a causal impact on Rt to prove the carry
trade mechanism, we need to reduce the bias on θ. If we know g(Xt), one approach can be to
control for g(Xt). ∆ct can be considered random after controlling for g(Xt). However, the challenge
is that monetary policy change is the most impactful financial market event, and therefore could
be potentially correlated with many relevant signals constructed using macroeconomic and financial
market variables. Hand picking X runs a risk of either omitting some important confounding
variables, or misspecifying the nonlinear effects. On the other hand, including too many variables
is not always feasible.
The solution used in this paper, is to take advantage of machine learning (ML) in flexible ap-
proximation and dimension reduction techniques. ML allows us to find the relevant Xt to include
in approximating g(Xt). However, ML introduces bias as a trade-off for reducing variance, and the
bias in g will contaminate θ. Such naive ML-assisted estimator for θ will generally have a slower
3It is also possible that ∆c has a lagged impact on R. This is left for future research.
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than
1√
n
rate of convergence.
To address this issue, the causal machine learning literature has developed an estimation proce-
dure and statistical inference around θ using an approach that is more robust to the misspecification
error in g. In particular, Chernozhukov et al., 2018 proposed using a double ML (DML) approach.
A two-step orthogonalization procedure is used to develop an estimator for θ that is robust to these
errors.
2.1 DML Introduction
Chernozhukov et al., 2018 provides a formal discussion of DML. Here I outline a brief introduction
and the intuition for the DML estimator.4 In the first step of DML, we fit a ML model for 2.3 and
2.4 to obtain residuals Ŵt and Ût:
Rt = h(Xt) +Wt, (2.3)
∆ct = m(Xt) + Ut, (2.4)
and
Ŵt = R̂t − ĥ(Xt),
Ût = ∆ĉt − m̂(Xt).
Note that ∆ct is dropped from (2.3) in order to reduce the risk of failing to include important
variables in Xt due to the correlation between ∆ct and Xt. In the second step of DML, we regress
Ŵt on Ût to get θ using OLS:
Ŵt = θÛt + ε. (2.5)
The DML estimator is in spirit similar to an instrumental variable estimator, where ∆ct is or-
thogonalized by Xt to get the ML-fitted residuals Ût from equation (2.2). Ût are later used as an
instrument for ∆ct. It is more robust to either the misspecification error in g or in m. The intuition
is that by preprocessing ∆ct (partialling out Xt from ∆ct), the estimation error on θ now depends
on the product of the estimation errors in g and m, instead of errors in g only. Chernozhukov et al.,
2018 pointed out that because this term depends only on the product of the estimation errors, it
4The DML approach is proven to be applicable to IID data. There is weak dependence in currency returns, and
the potential modifications to DML approach required to make it suitable for data with weak dependence is left for
future research.
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can vanish under a broad range of data- generating processes.5
Note that when fitting (2.3) using ML, a procedure called cross-validation (introduced in Chapter
2) is used for selecting the penalty parameter that controls for how many variables will be included
in h. The goal of cross-validation is to avoid overfitting on R. Arguably, overfitting R may not be as
relevant as underfitting R when we are concerned about inference on θ, not h. This is an interesting
topic to be explored for future research.
The first stage of DML (using ML to fit (2.3) and (2.4)) involves model selection, and this pre-
estimation model selection makes inference on θ difficult. Chernozhukov et al., 2018 proposed to use
sample splitting to circumvent this issue. Specifically, the data sample is splitted into two halves,
one for stage I estimation and the rest for stage II (equation 2.5). The additional benefit of sample
splitting is to reduce overfitting risk that may be problematic in special situations. When model
noises in R and ∆c are correlated, the bias in ML will still introduce bias in the causal parameter
estimation, and DML could not address this problem.6
The choice of X is motivated by mechanisms that could be confounding. Most importantly,
currency speculators incentivised by macro economics signals such as various measures of growth
and inflation, affect currencies through their speculative demand changes. X includes variables for
both the U.S. and Japan. The details are discussed in Appendix, which describes a canonical model
of various players that are relevant to the FX markets and interest rate determination.
2.2 Why DML Reduce Regularization Bias
Since confounding factors Xt is unknown and is picked by a data-driven machine learning procedure,
g(Xt) is subject to model specification errors due to variable selection mistakes. Suppose the true
Date Generating Process is a system of linear equations (2.6) and (2.7). Suppose we naively use
the linear ML model LASSO to estimate equation (2.1) by forcing carryEt to stay, LASSO will
mistakenly drop some critical variables Xt that are correlated with carry
E
t , especially those with
a small beta (the smaller coefficients will be dropped by LASSO due to regularization). Therefore,
plugging the X selected by this process back into equation (??) to estimate θ may cause bias on θ.
Rt = ∆ctθ +Xtβ + Vt, (2.6)
5DML is applicable under the assumption of approximate sparsity for g and m. Assuming that a small set of
variables could well represent central banks’ information set m means that we have to rule out the possibility that
Fed use averages across interest rates, or average across several prices being an important indicator for making policy
decisions. The sparsity assumption could also be controversial for g for similar reasons, i.e. speculators use averages
across economic signals to make trading decisions. Readers should bear in mind this caveat when interpreting the
results.
6In practice, in the second step of regressing Ŵt on Ût the two subsamples are then flipped to repeat the process,
and the result is an average of the two. This “cross-fitting” technique aims to increase the efficiency of the estimator.
Details of how DML deals with the regularization bias and overfitting bias, as well as how sample splitting results in
valid inference with a first stage model selection, are outlined in the Appendix.
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∆ct = Xtγ + Ut, (2.7)
Alternatively, we could use LASSO to select X by excluding the variable ∆ct
Rt = Xtη + Vt. (2.8)
However, plugging in the selected X will not solve the problem, because LASSO will keep Xt with
large β, and not Xt with a large γ but a small β. Since the source of bias is the correlation between
Xγ and Xβ, omitting Xt with a large γ is as bad as omitting Xt with a large β in terms of causing
the bias on θ.
Chernozhukov et al., 2018 discussed formally the source of this type of bias, derived its magnitude,
and suggested using a double partialling out approach to debias θ by keeping both X with large β
and X with large γ. The bias is essentially driven by omitting Xomit, and the variable selection
error propagates via the correlation between γX and βXomit. The bias is:
breg =
1√
nE[∆c2]
XγXomitβ. (2.9)
More generally,
breg =
1√
nE[∆c2]
m(X)(g(X)− ĝ(Xselect)). (2.10)
The intuition for orthogonalizing ∆c with X creates variations in ∆c that is independent to g, or
errors in estimating g. This variation allows us to estimate θ without being contaminated by the
errors in g. Essentially, the moment condition to identify θ is:
E[(d−Xγ)(y − (d−Xγ)θ −Xβ)] = 0.
In the more general case where g and m are not linear, we replace Xβ by g(X), and replace Xγ by
m(X):
E[(d−m(X))(y − (d−m(X))θ − g(X))] = 0. (2.11)
Although Xt is high dimensional and estimating g may result in overfitting, ML methods employs
regularization to alleviate the problem. However, overfitting is still present. Chernozhukov et
al., 2018 proposed a simple sample splitting procedure to reduce the overfittling bias that may
contaminate θ.
Even with orthogonalization, the bias may not go away completely. The post-orthogonalization
bias is:
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bPostOrth =
1√
nE[V 2]
(m̂−m)(ĝ − g)︸ ︷︷ ︸
orthogonalization error
+
1√
n
V (ĝ − g)︸ ︷︷ ︸
over-fitting error
. (2.12)
The first component depends on the product of two errors, therefore its upperbound converges to
0 at a fast rate. The second component explodes easily. Structural errors V and U will cause
overfitting in ĝ and m̂. If V is correlated with U , the second term in equation (2.12) will explode.
Since U and V are macro-related model errors from the same time period, it is possible that the two
are correlated.
A simple technique to overcome the over-fitting error is to split the sample into two and use
different sample set for the orthogonalization step and for estimating θ. Now that the data sample
Vset1 that over-fits ĝ is different from the sample containing structural model errors Vset2, V and
ĝ − g become uncorrelated and no longer biases θ̂.7 Since V and ĝ are from different samples, the
over-fitting error has mean 0 and vanishes in probability.
3 Alternative Identification Strategies
An alternative approach is to find exogenous instruments for ∆ct. ∆ct is not exogenous because
interest rates are determined by central banks. The mandate of central banks is to manage growth
and inflation, and therefore they adjust their monetary policy mainly based on observed information
related to growth and inflation, which potentially also affect currency prices. I isolated monetary
policy shocks as an exogenous proxy for interest rate change, using the classic Structual Vector
Autoregression (SVAR) identification approach. Alternatively, I back out exogenous monetary policy
announcement events by using futures market data that reflect market participants’ expectation on
monetary policy changes, and use this variable as an instrument.
3.1 A SVAR Approach to Get Exogenous Monetary Policy Shocks
The first proxy for monetary policy shock is estimated using the classic Structual Vector Autore-
gression (SVAR) approach outlined in Christiano et al., 1999, which is widely cited by and used
in the macroeconomics literature for investigating the causal impact of an exogenous change in
monetary policy on other economic variables. Note that only US monetary policy shocks and only
US variables are considered as Japanese interest rate has stayed unchanged for the sample period
studied in this paper. The identification strategy is based on the recursiveness assumption that
monetary-policy shocks should be orthogonal to the central bank’s information set. The recur-
7Another benefit of using sample splitting is that it allows for the use of a much broader collection of ML methods
for estimating g.
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siveness assumption essentially restricts the extent to which macroeconomic variables respond to
multiple contemporaneous macroeconomic shocks. Apart from the monetary-policy variable (i.e.,
the fed funds rate), the remaining macroeconomic variables, such as economic growth, inflation and
the monetary base, are partitioned into two categories: those that do not respond to monetary
policy shocks contemporaneously (X1t with dimension k1), and those that do respond to monetary
policy shocks contemporaneously (X2t with dimension k2). The central bank is assumed to see a
information set related to growth and inflation when choosing policy rate. In this paper, I estimated
a VAR system with four variables: the US unemployment, US PCE deflator, the fed funds rate and
the monetary base measured as M2. US PCE deflator and M2 are transformed using the logarithm
function, and four lags of the variables are included, to be consistent with Christiano et al., 1999.8
The recursiveness assumption is that X1t = {unemploymentrate, inflation} is assumed to respond
to monetary-policy shocks with a lag, and central bank could see them when setting the policy rate.
X2t = {MoneySupply} responds to monetary-policy shocks contemporaneously, but central bank
does not see X2t when setting the policy rate. Monetary policy shock is orthogonal to central bank’s
information set X1t .
9
A VAR for a k-dimensional vector of variables, Zt = {X1t , it, X2t } where k = k1 + 1 + k2, is given
by:
Zt = B1Zt−1 +B2Zt−2 + ...+ ut,
where Zt is a time series of some economic variable and ut is the vector of VAR disturbances. The
relationship between the VAR disturbances ut and the fundamental economic shocks εt is given by:
A0ut = εt.
The recursiveness assumption places the following zero restrictions on matrix A0:
A0 =

a(k1,k1) 0 0
a(1,k1) a(1,1) 0
a(k2,k1) a(k2,1) ak2,k2
 ,
where a(mn) is a block matrix of dimension m× n.
The two zero blocks in the first row of A0 reflect the assumption that the monetary-policy shock is
orthogonal to the elements in X1t . The zeros in the middle row of this matrix reflect the assumption
8I follow Christiano et al., 1999 to estimate a VAR equation system with four variables with monthly frequency
US quarterly GDP growth. They used quarterly GDP growth, and I replaced with with monthly unemployment in
order to estimate a monthly model and recover monthly monetary policy shocks. Unemployment is is similar to GDP
in the sense that central bank reacts to it, but it only responds the monetary policy shock with a lag. However, using
monthly industrial production could also be an option. This is left for future research.
9It is possible that Japanese variables affect the US monetary policy considering that Japan is an important trading
partner with the U.S. Including Japanese variables such as industrial production in the SVAR estimation could be for
future research.
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Exhibit 2.1: Proxy2 (US Monetary Policy Shock)
that the central bank does not see X2t when it sets it. Given these restrictions on A0, we can identify
the monetary-policy shock εmt and the impulse response of the other variables to such a shock. SVAR
based Proxy2 = εmt is used as a proxy for an exogenous shock to interest rate changes ∆i
E
t in this
paper. Exhibit 2.1 plots the isolated monetary policy shocks.
3.2 Special Interest Rate Events as Exogenous Shocks
An alternative to identifying shocks to interest rate is to identify surprises in monetary policy
announcements. Since speculators only react to Xt that come as surprise to them, if a monetary
policy change is fully anticipated before the central bank announcement, they would have already
been priced in Xt by the time it actually changes. In this case, Xt has zero impact on the currency
price at t, i.e. the confounding channel does not exist. For example, if the central bank reacts
to inflation, and inflation is already fully anticipated by the market, the currency move following
a central bank announcement should not be attributed to signal speculators reacting to inflation,
because the information on inflation is not new. On the contrary, if the central bank’s move surprises
the market, the information used by the central bank to derive optimal monetary policy is new
to everyone, and the currency reaction following a policy surprise is likely to be a joint force of
signal speculators and carry trade speculators. I construct a variable Proxy1 for whether ∆it was
expected to be positive, negative, or not expected by the financial market by t. Proxy1 satisfies the
exclusion restriction that it only affects currency returns indirectly through ∆c. Proxy1 is used as
an instrument for interest rate.
Whether a rate change is expected or not by the market can be backed out from the fed funds
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Exhibit 2.2: Proxy1 (Expected versus Unexpected Monetary-Policy Change)
Note: Expected monetary-policy change is defined as the fed funds futures market pricing in more than a 70%
probability of a realized monetary policy change event
futures data. The implied probability of a rate change can be computed based on the market
expectation on future interest rate. An expected outcome is defined as the implied probability being
above 70%.10 Proxy1 is therefore:
Proxy1 =

1 if a positive change is expected with prob >= 70%
−1 if a negative change is expected with prob >= 70%
0 otherwise
Exhibit 2.2 plots the market-expected vs unexpected monetary policy changes.
During the time period covered by our sample, Bank of Japan adopted an ultra-loose monetary
policy and the policy rate is kept at zero throughout the sample period. Therefore, all of the
variations in carry are driven by US rate changes. In addition, there is no data on the market
expectation of Japanese monetary policy change, therefore, instead of using the US-Japan rate
differential, we assume that the carry trade incentive is entirely determined by US monetary policy.
10The threshold should be significantly higher than 50%. 70% is picked because the implied probability is never
100% , and the number of events that satisfy this criteria is not too small
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In other words, ct is essentially US interest rate it.
Recall from the previous section that the source of endogeneity is the fact that Xt enters ∆Rt
as g(X) and enters ∆ct as m(X). Therefore it is necessary to control for g(X) in estimating θ using
equation (2.1). In this paper, I use a data-driven approach, specifically estimating machine learning
(ML) models, to assist with the selection of Xt by means of a technique called regularization. The
main advantage of using ML is twofold. Firstly, regularization can be applied in a high-dimensional
context. Secondly, ML models are able to approximate potential non-linearities in the data. In
this paper, I use three common ML model specifications for estimating g and m, including both
linear and non-linear ones. The specific details for LASSO is already introduced in Chapter 2 and
appendix A.1. In addition, a decision tree model and a random forest model are used as non-linear
approximations to g. Details on decision tree and random forest are explained in the Appendix A.2
and A.3.
4 Results for USD/JPY
4.1 Data Construction
When estimating the carry trade effect,the one day return is used to construct the currency return
variable rt+k, i.e. k = 1 day. Although some lower frequency macro variables do not change from
one day to the next, they could still play a role for a variety of reasons. As described in the canonical
model, very recent information could be priced in gradually over a few days. It could also be that
although a single low-frequency variable did not change over the short horizon, it potentially has an
interaction effect with other higher frequency variables. Therefore the low frequency variables are
still relevant.
Broadly speaking the variable pool for X consists of two categories, macroeconomic variables and
sentiment related financial variables, including risk sentiment and momentum. Economic variables
related to growth, employment, and inflation are included because they are correlated with mone-
tary policy, and also monitored by macroeconomic driven speculators. Risk sentiment variables are
daily or weekly risk on/risk off sentiment barometers derived from asset prices, flows into risky as-
sets, or information-sensitive FX traders’ positioning.11 These sentiment barometers are potentially
affected by monetary policy or monetary policy related variables, and at the same time either affect
currency speculation or capturing the extent to which speculator have reacted. Apart from variables
themselves in levels or growth terms, some are further transformed in a way that is relevant to be
used as speculative signals. For example, apart from using the level of growth and inflation, their
trend (whether accelerating or decelerating) is also an important piece of information for specula-
11Equity flows into a country is informative on whether a country has been considered to be popular investment
target by forward looking investors. This may affect the sentiment of currency speculators.
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Table 2.1: Candidate Variables and Further Transformations into Speculation Signals
Table 2.2: Candidate Variables for Hedging Demand Determinants
tors. Most risk sentiment variables are standardized since sentiment-related speculation signals are
more interpretable if they are read as the amount of standard deviation from the mean. For some
variables, only extreme deviations from the mean trigger are meaningful information. Therefore a
few sentiment indicators are converted into an indicator with value 1 representing extremely positive
values, 0 representing moderate values, and -1 representing extremely negative values.
Variables at t, t+ k as well as their recent lags were used to construct the candidate set, instead
of just the values at t+k and t value for two reasons. Firstly, economic signals may have a decaying
effect on currency spot prices, therefore the most recent signal as well as its recent path affect the
currency returns from t to t+ k. Secondly, macroeconomic data is released with a lag and observed
with a lag. Since speculative demand adjusts according to observed signals, lagged variables are
more relevant, unless the variable can be perfectly forecasted before the release. The maximum lag
included in the variable set is φ = 3 month.
4.2 Results Summary
If interest rate driven speculation has a significant impact on currency returns, we would expect a
positive sign on the coefficient θ. Exhibit 2.3 shows its point estimate and the confidence interval
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for various approaches.12
On the left is the naive model using ∆ct only to model Rt, without any conditioning variables.
The simple model shows a strong evidence of an immediate carry-trade effect. The coefficient is
economically and statistically significant. The return on the day of the carry change is meaningfully
higher than on other days. The model fit, however, is very poor (R2 < 1%), indicating that there
are other mechanisms that dominates currency movements, rather than the interest rate.
To its right is the result for the model using Proxy1. The result is similar, and this is not
surprising because most of the events are classified as anticipated. The validity of Proxy1 hinges
on the assumption that the fully anticipated monetary policy changes are correctly classified, and
all monetary policy-related information is fully priced in by sophisticated currency investors before
an anticipated central bank announcement. However, this proxy is not strictly exogenous by con-
struction. The market expectation is the implied probability of an event happening derived from
the futures data. In the data, it is very rare to see an 100% probability of a monetary policy event.
In order to have a reasonable level of variation in Proxy1, I have to lower the probability threshold
for an event to be classified as expected. Therefore the “anticipated” events are not strictly free
of surprise. Another potential problem with this proxy is that fully observed macro-information is
digested gradually by the market, instead of having 0 impact after the initial release.
The third model is a post-LASSO estimator. Specifically, it is an OLS regression of R on ∆c with
control variables X being the ones with non-zero coefficients selected by a LASSO model beforehand.
∆c is included in the first LASSO variable selection step. The estimate is lower than the other two
approaches without control variables, but still positive.
DML (including all three different ML specifications) and the robust proxy for exogenous shocks
constructed using SVAR (Proxy2) deliver consistent results in concluding that the θ is not statisti-
cally significant. In particular, the point estimate of DML LASSO come quite close to the Proxy2
estimate. Interestingly, the signs are all negative, which is the opposite of naive estimators (Rate
change, and naive LASSO) and the conventional wisdom.
DML LASSO has a wider confidence interval than naive LASSO for two reasons. Firstly the
naive LASSO is a two-stage post LASSO estimator, where the variables are first selected by LASSO
and then a model with selected variables is estimated. The standard errors did not account for model
selection in the first step, and therefore is underestimated. Another reason is that DML LASSO
orthogonalizes ct using Xt in order to reduce the estimation error in θ. However, this results is less
variations in the post-orthogonalization ct and increases the variance in the estimating θ. The latter
is also the reason for DML in general having a wider confidence interval than others.
The three ML models LASSO, Decision Tree, and Random Forest, are used in the first step of
12Standard errors for Rate Change, Proxy1, and Proxy2 are the Newey-West heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation
robust (HAC) estimate using maximum lags of 5, Bartlett kernel, and without small sample correction. The results
are very similar using different choices of maximum lags, and for estimates with or without small sample correction.
Standard errors for DML estimates are White-Huber standard errors that are robust to heteroscedasticity.
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Exhibit 2.3: The Immediate Effect of A Carry Change in USDJPY13, Mean and Confidence Interval
The naive model include ∆ct only, apart from a constant. Standard errors for Rate Change, Proxy1, and Proxy2 are
heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation robust (HAC). Since naive post-LASSO is an OLS regression with control vari-
ables being the non-zero coefficients selected by LASSO beforehand, the standard errors are probably underestimated
because it did not account for model selection. Sample splitting was used to calculate the standard errrors for DML,
and the reported results account for sample-splitting uncertainty in accordance with the suggestion of Chernozhukov
et al., 2018.
DML and are compared for estimating g and m (Note that the same model is used for g and m;
for instance, if g is linear, m is also estimated with a linear model). Although all models selected
many variables that are the same across all of them, the non-linear models fit both equation (2.1)
and equation (2.2) much better than the linear model. The R2 for fitting m is five times higher, and
that for fitting g is twice higher.
The common variables that were included in both (2.1) and (2.2) are US News sentiment, US
unemployment rate, hedging demand proxies, and technical signals (Table 2.3). The non-linear
models have R2 that are generally > 30%, whereas linear model’s R2 is much lower.
To test for potential non-linearity in the data, Teraesvirta’s Neural Network Test is used. Ram-
sey’s (1969) RESET (regression error specification test) is a general test for misspecification of
functional form. An alternative to Ramsey’s (1969) RESET is the neural network test originally
proposed by White (1989) as implemented Teräsvirta et al. (1993) because it is known to have good
power against a number of nonlinear models. The original White test uses a single hidden layer
feed-forward neural network. The Teräsvirta test uses a Taylor series expansion of the activation
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Table 2.3: Selected Variables And Model Fit
* R2 for an OLS model with all LASSO-selected variables included (post-LASSO)
Table 2.4: Teraesvirta’s Neural Network Test for Non-linearity
Note: Regressors are from LASSO selected set.
function to arrive at a suitable test statistic. Table 2.4 shows the appropriate test result. Using
variables selected from LASSO, the test result indicates that there is potentially nonlinearlities in
the data for the models with various subset of variables chosen by LASSO.
Interestingly, Exhibit 2.3 shows that non-linear DML estimates are more negative than linear
DML LASSO and SVAR-based Proxy2. Combined with the abovementioned fact that non-linear
models fit both g and m much better, this is an indication that the non-linear models captured some
confounding mechanisms that are omitted by the linear models. The SVAR-based monetary-policy
shock (Proxy2) model also shows a negative estimate, which is consistent with the DML models.
It is also consistent with the DML models in concluding that the θ is not statistically significant.
Interestingly, its sign agrees with DML-LASSO, but is less negative than non-linear DML models.
The validity of SVAR involves making enough identifying assumptions. The necessary identifying
assumptions include functional form assumptions, and the assumptions about which variables the
Fed looks at when setting its operating instrument. It is worth reflecting on possible violations to
these assumptions.
Robustness for Alternative ML Hyper-parameters
Since random forest model has an important hyper parameter that controls the number of decision
trees to be aggregated, I tested the robustness of the results by trying alternative hyperparameter
values (Table 2.5). The estimated θ is less negative but the signs are consistent.
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Table 2.5: DML Results for Alternative Random Forest Hyperparameter Values
* No. of trees are the number of decision tree estimates trained on a random subset of data, aggregated by random
forest
5 Conclusion
Using Double Machine Learning (DML), a causal inference technique that aims to reduce the omitted
confounding variable bias and is robust to model misspecification, I found that the role of interest
rate in affecting currency prices is potentially overestimated. Having a wrong assessment on what
is a valid mechanism for driving currency market is detrimental for investors who rely on these
insights to develop profitable strategies based on good chains of logic. It is also an important piece
of information for monetary policy makers, as the market impact of an interest rate change is a
determining factor in designing the optimal policy to influence the currency market. Various linear
and non-linear machine learning (ML) models are compared as a first step in the DML procedure.
In addition to DML, various causal inference techniques are used to cross check the conclusion
derived using DML. As for the choice of ML models, non-linear ones fit the central bank decision
making model and the currency price model better. Nonetheless, DML with both linear and non-
linear ML models, as well as another robust causal inference technique derived from Structual VAR,
deliver consistent results. The robustly estimated causal coefficients have the opposite signs to those
estimated using naive approaches that fail to properly eliminate omitted mechanisms that are related
to monetary policy change. The finding also stands in stark contrast to what is typically assumed
in the currency literature, and the popular belief in financial market. Interestingly, the SVAR-based
estimate is less negative than non-linear DML models. It is worth reflecting on possible violations
to the assumptions that SVAR’s validity depends on.
In this paper, I assumed a partially linear model for currency, where interest rate has a linear
effect and the other factors are allowed to have non-linear effects. I encourage future researchers
to explore the possibility of allowing interest rate to have a heterogeneous impact, i.e. instead of
having a constant coefficient, the coefficient could be a function in some other variables that account
for heterogeneity.
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Exhibit 2.4: Global Macro Newsflow Index
6 Appendix A: Newsflow Data
A third-party financial data provider ASR Research developed a word search algorithm on economics
news. The ASR NewsFlow Indexes track the difference between the number of positive news stories
and the number of negative news stories. Every month they search Factiva and the Dow Jones
news database for key variables in stories relating to economics, earnings, revenues, labour market,
inflation and monetary policy, and count the number of articles where these key words are found
in a positive context and compare that to the number of stories where they are found in a negative
context.
Sample of keywords or principles for economics and earnings are: Economics— Economic upturn,
recovery, expansion etc. versus economic downturn, slowdown, pessimism etc. Corporate earnings—
Stronger, improving expanding versus weaker, declining, contracting company earnings, profits,
income, margins etc. Their researchers use contextual searches, because it is pointless to count
stories about “inflation” and use that as a measure of anything when you don’t know the other
words in the sentence.
7 Appendix B: Candidate Variables X
Speculators take a long or a short position in the currency pair USD/JPY to maximize their expected
returns while managing their exposure to risk. A representative speculator buys q unit of USD at
price s (sell s JPY for 1 USD) to maximize a quadratic utility function, which takes expected return
πt+1 and volatility σ as inputs:
max
qt
U(qt) = qtπt+1 −
λ
2
q2t σ
2,
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where πt+1 and σ are the expected future profit and volatility per unit of investment based on the
information available today. λ is a preference parameter that governs risk aversion:
πt+1 ≡ Et[st+1]− st.
Solving for optimal solution, we get:
q∗t =
πt+1
λσ2
.
To simplify the analysis, λ, σ are assumed to be constant over time. Therefore q∗ can be expressed
as a linear function in π, or more generally, a function in π:
q∗t = f(πt+1).
Note that each type of speculator derives πt+1 differently.
In this section, I describe two major types of speculator, grouped based on their respective
demand drivers, as well as another player, hedger. A Carry Trade Speculator ’s investment
strategy is simply to long a currencies for countries with high interest rates, such as the US dollar
(USD), and at the same time sell short currencies for countries with low interest rates, such as the
Japanese Yen (JPY). His speculative demand is based solely on the interest rate differential between
the two countries, i.e. the level of carry. A Signal Speculator forms his or her expectation on the
future value of a currency pair based on signals related to economic fundamentals, financial market
sentiment, and technical indicators (typically momentum-type indicators).
Carry-trade speculators’ expected profit πcs is driven by the current level of carry ct: The
changes in their respective levels of demand are driven by the change in ct. The only carry data
that is relevant for the carry trade speculator is the current level of carry, ct :
q∗cst − q∗cst−1 = b(ct − ct−1).
The signal speculators form their expectation based on macroeconomic fundamental variables, in-
cluding the rates of economic growth and inflation, while being affected by general market sentiment,
including economic news, sentiment indicators associated with financial market risk, as well as mo-
mentum type of technical indicators. At t, signal speculators observe a signal ζt. Each speculator’s
expected future profit – and hence his level of demand – is a driven by the observed signal as well
as the current spot price st. For example, the demand could be a linear function of the signal and
the current spot price14:
14In practice, speculators trade in the futures market instead of the spot market, therefore the right price variable
should be the futures price. However, the difference is irrelevant here because the non-arbitrage condition always
ensures a stable relationship between the spot price and the futures price
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q∗sst = αζt − γst.
Another player in the currency market is comprised of hedgers. Since hedgers are the counterparties
of the above-mentioned speculators, their demand and speculators’ demand jointly determine the
currency’s market clearing price. For the purpose of estimating the causal impact of ct, it is appro-
priate to omit the drivers for hedging demand as long as they are uncorrelated with ct. However,
the hedging demand depends on the cost of hedging, which is a function of the carry; therefore the
omission of these drivers may also introduce bias into the carry-trade coefficient. For robustness,
I included a proxy XHt for the currency hedging demand in the model. X
H
t includes carry-related
hedging cost and net export volume. The hedging demand could be expressed as:
DHt = l
H(XHt ).
Hedging demand is related to unit hedging cost and some exogenous variables related to the quantity
that needs to be hedged (driven by a country’s international trade). Details of what should be in
XH can be found in the end.
Derive R as a function of X
From t to t+k, speculators’ and hedgers’ respective levels of demand are directly affected by currency
prices {st, st+k} and other exogenous demand drivers {XSt , XSt+k, XHt , XHt+k}. The equilibrium prices
{s∗t , s∗t+k} are endogenously determined by the following market clearing conditions:
DH(XHt ) +D
S(XSt , s
∗
t ) = 0,
DH(XHt+k) +D
S(XSt+k, s
∗
t+k) = 0.
Given the speculative demand {XSt , XSt+k} and the hedging demand {XHt , XHt+k}, the equilibrium is
a price vector {s∗t , s∗t+k} such that the spot market at t and t+ k clears. Therefore any function of
the equilibrium spot prices {s∗t , s∗t+k}, including the currency return from t to t+k could be written
as:
Rt+k = l(∆ct+k, X
S
t+k, X
S
t , X
H
t+k, X
H
t ). (2.13)
Therefore X includes {XSt+k, XSt , XHt+k, XHt }.
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Exhibit 2.5:
The Lag Between Entering and Executing a Hedging Contract
Derive hedging demand
Hedgers have a direct impact on the FX futures market via purchasing hedging contract. Since
most of the international trade transactions are denominated in USD, non-US exporters and non-
US importers need to hedge their USD exposures. A Japanese exporter, for example, has a long
exposure to USD due the dollar denomination of their revenue. Suppose the product orders are
received and production decision is made k periods ahead of the financial transaction at t. At t,
product is delivered, payments are made in USD, and then payments are converted back to JPY .
Once the orders are received at t−k, hedging starts as the exporter foresees the need to covert USD
in the future. At t− k, the cost of production needs to be paid in JPY . The final profit depends on
JPY denominated income, which is uncertain. To reduce the uncertainty, the exporter will purchase
beforehand t − k a futures contract that enables him to convert USD to JPY at t with a fixed
price. He will pick an optimal hedging level αtt−k ∈ [0, 1]. In order to find out the hedging demand
at t− k, we need export and import data at t, i.e. the international trade variable that is relevant
for the hedging demand at t− k is actually the variables that lead by k periods: qt,expt−k , p
t,exp
t−k
The demand qt,expt−k and price p
t,exp
t−k for export goods are assumed to be exogenous. The natural
unhedged exposure will benefit from USD appreciation, while the hedged exposure will mitigate the
appreciation benefit but help reduce uncertainties.
For the hedged portion αtt−k of the export revenue, the exporter is guaranteed to receive st−k in
local currency per USD, while paying a cost of carry it − i′t (if this term is negative, then exporter
earns a carry), and a commission cost as well as a shadow cost of having putting aside some capital
as the margin requirement ct−k. The FX volatility is reduced to 0.
For the unhedged portion 1−αtt−k, the exporter is expected to get E
exp
t−k[st] JPY per USD. The
volatility is (1− αtt−k)2σ2 where σ2 is the expected volatility on st − st−1
Export hedger maximizes his utility:
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max
αtt−k
pt,expt−k [(1− α
t
t−k)E
exp
t−k[st − st−k] + st−k − α
t
t−k(it − i′t + ct−k)]− λexpp
t,exp
t−k (1− α
t
t−k)
2σ2t+1,
α∗t,expt−k = 1−
(it − i′t + ct−k) + (E
exp
t−k[st]− st−k)
2λpt,expt−k σ
2
t+1
.
As the natural unhedged exposure will benefit from appreciation, exporter will hedge less as Eexpt−k[st]
goes up.
The problem is the opposite for a a non-US importer that aims to minimize a future importing
cost to be paid USD. His hedging contract α∗t,impt−k is to long USD. An importer will hedge less as
Eimpt−k [st] goes up.
α∗t,impt−k = 1−
(it − i′t + ct−k)− (E
imp
t−k [st]− st−k)
2λpt,impt−k σ
2
t+1
.
Assuming that λ is the same for both exporters and importers. Since hedgers are more passive
than speculators, they do not actively update their expectations based on timely information. Let
Et−k[st] be the current level of st−k and σ
2
t+1 be constant. Net hedging demand (for long USD)
from both non-US exporter and non-US importer would be:
DH,f,tt−k = α
∗t,imp
t−k q
t,imp
t−k p
t,imp
t−k − α
∗t,exp
t−k q
t,exp
t−k p
t,exp
t−k E[h
2 − 2hy + y2]
= Qt,impt−k −Q
t,exp
t−k −
(it−k − i′t−k + ct−k)(q
t,imp
t−k − q
t,exp
t−k )
2λHσ2
,
where Q is the value of trade, q is the quantity/volume of trade.
DH,f,tt−k = l
H(Qt,impt−k −Q
t,exp
t−k , (it−k − i
′
t−k + ct−k)(q
t,imp
t−k − q
t,exp
t−k )/λ
Hσ2)
To derive the net hedging demand for futures at t, we simply replace t by t + k. At t, the hedgers
make decision for transactions on t+ k and the associated demand for currency futures is:
DH,f,t+kt = l
H(Qt+k,impt −Q
t+k,exp
t − (it − i′t + ct)(q
t+k,imp
t − q
t+k,exp
t )/λ
Hσ2).
Let XHt be {Q
t+k,imp
t −Q
t+k,exp
t , (it− i′t + ct)(q
t+k,imp
t − q
t+k,exp
t )} 15. The net hedging demand
at t can be therefore expressed in a general form as:
∆DHt = l
H(∆XHt ).
15Assuming that λHσ2 is constant over time
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Chapter 3
The Conditional Carry Trade
Strategy: Explaining the
Disappearing Carry Trade Risk
Premium
Sha Wang
Abstract
Speculators who buy currencies with higher interest rates and sell ones with lower interest rates are
often blamed for causing large swings in currency prices. This activity is commonly known as carry
trade speculation, where “carry” refers to the interest rate differential between two countries. The
literature has focused on rationalizing the excess returns of this strategy from the perspective of risk
premium. However, this approach is not consistent with an observed puzzle that the carry trade
risk premium has disappeared after the financial crisis. In this paper, I show that the puzzle could
be attributed to an omitted source of currency risk premium. Some currencies are more sensitive
to global economic and financial signals, potentially because they attract the attention of currency
speculators as economic conditions change and the change is reflected in economic or financial data.
These currencies have higher speculation “beta” and earn higher speculation risk premium. However,
the two risk premia cancel out after the financial crisis. By constructing a conditional carry trade
strategy that removes the contamination from speculation beta, I am able to recover the carry risk
premium. In addition, I find that the new strategy performs poorly during episodes when there is too
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much noise in the financial returns data, potentially because it is difficult to estimate the speculation
beta with satisfactory precision. I propose a way to identify these episodes and to substitute poorly
estimated beta with a reasonable candidate.
1 Introduction
Carry trade involves buying high-yield currencies and selling low-yield ones in order to profit from
the interest rate differentials. In theory, carry trade should not be persistently profitable. When
risk-free interest rates differ across countries, the non-arbitrage condition implies that high-yield
currencies should on average depreciate to offset the carry gain. The ex-ante (expected) rate of
return from investing in higher-yield currencies should then be the same as lower-yield ones. This
theoretical prediction is referred to as “uncovered interest rate parity” (UIP). However, empirical
evidence suggests otherwise. Numerous studies show that the carry trade profits are positive on
average, and researchers have labelled this “the forward premium puzzle” (Engel, 1996). Following
the discovery of this puzzle, the asset-pricing literature has since focused on rationalizing the puzzling
phenomenon under the efficient market framework.
Exhibit (3.1) plots the rolling 4 year premium (return in excess of risk free rate) of the carry trade
strategy. The classic carry trade strategy is a long/short portfolio where one buys a basket of top
ranked currencies, and sell the bottom ranked ones. The ranking is based on the level of carry. The
exhibit shows that in the early period, the strategy yielded largely positive returns. However, the
profitability of this strategy has structurally declined after the crisis. The average monthly return
has declined from 0.35% pre-crisis to close to 0 post-crisis. Existing literature does not explain why
a risk premium disappeared. In this paper, I argue that currencies are exposed to another source of
risk. It is related to a country’s sensitivity to global economic and financial signals that speculators
pay lots of attention to, therefore I refer to it as the speculation risk premium. I demonstrate
empirically, that the carry trade strategy is no longer profitable because the speculation premium
cancelled out the carry premium. I construct a new conditional carry trade strategy that mitigates
the negative effect of the speculation risk premium on carry trade portfolios. The new strategy
generates a higher and more stable risk premium, compared to the classic carry trade. Constructing
the new conditional strategy requires estimating a currency’s speculation beta, which is essentially
how speculation signals correlate with returns. Since this relationship is potentially non-linear, I
used machine learning models for estimating the speculation beta.
It is worth noting that speculation trades in general are harder to execute because of regulatory
changes involving central clearing and collateral after the financial crisis. For example, the Group of
Twenty (G20) initiated a reform program in 2009 to reduce the systemic risk from OTC derivatives.
Specifically, non-centrally cleared derivatives contracts should be subject to higher capital require-
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Exhibit 3.1: Carry Trade Strategy Cumulative Returns
Note: 1 dollar is invested in 1996, and the monthly cumulative balance wt is recorded. The plot shows the log
cumulative return, which is log(wt − 1)
ments.1 This change is relevant for trades that involve currency exposures, and therefore could have
an impact on the currency market in a way that is related to the profitability of the carry trade
strategy.
In the literature, there has been three approaches to rationalize the carry trade premium, all
attributing it as a compensation for the riskiness of this strategy. The first approach involves
correlating the carry-trade’s time series profits with some financial risk proxies. For instance, Lustig
et al., 2011 found that high (low) interest rate currencies tend to depreciate (appreciate) when global
equity volatility is high. Menkhoff et al., 2012 showed that high interest rate currencies deliver lower
returns in times of unexpected high volatility (estimated as volatility innovations), whereas low
interest rate currencies provide a hedge by yielding positive returns. Similar to this approach,
Burnside et al., 2011 described a world in which people take into account a small-probability “peso”
state when pricing an asset. In a peso state, people become more patient, and therefore prefer to
save more. A carry trade strategy, to the contrary, delivers negative returns in a peso state. They
argue that the carry trade risk premium is a compensation for a small-probability peso event risk.
The second approach is to construct some tradable risk factor by ranking currencies based on
their characteristics to form long/short currency portfolios, and show that this risk factor is highly
correlated with the carry trade returns. For example, Mancini et al., 2013 ranked currencies using
liquidity measures, including price impact, return reversal, bid-ask spread, effective cost, etc., to
construct a tradable illiquidity factor by going long the most liquid currencies and short the least
liquid ones. They then showed that the carry trade returns could be well explained by this factor.
This provides an indirect evidence that low yielding currencies offer insurance against liquidity risk,
whereas high yielding currencies tend to generate losses during bad times.
Finally, a third approach looks at the riskiness of carry trade using its skewness rather than
the correlation with another risk factor. Brunnermeier et al., 2008 finds that carry trade strategy
1https://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs261.pdf
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has crash risk in the sense that it generates very large losses from time to time. The author
hypothesized that carry trade speculators are subject to funding constraint, and therefore have to
unwind their positions from time to time, causing currency crashes. They show that financial proxies
for funding constraint, i.e. low risk appetite and low funding liquidity, have some predicative power
for carry trade return crashes. Since crash tends to occur in periods in which risk appetite and
funding liquidity decrease, they attributed the carry premium as a compensation for the risk of an
unwinding event. The risk appetite and the funding liquidity are proxied by the implied volatility
of the SP500 and the TED Spread, respectively.
The above mentioned approaches all focus on an aggregate currency strategy, instead of individual
currencies. To better understand the driving forces for currency risk premium, I shift the focus to
extract seventeen currency pairs’ common risk exposures, i.e. “speculation beta”, by modelling them
as functions of common, important economic and financial signals. These signals affect currency
speculators’ demand, and high beta means more speculative participation when economic conditions
change. The estimated speculation beta are used for developing a new, conditional carry trade
strategy that takes into account the role of speculation beta, in addition to carry, in driving a
currency’s risk premium.
The classic carry trade premium has almost vanished, as its monthly excess return is only 0.08%.
In contrast to the classic carry trade, the new conditional carry trade strategy is able to recover
a risk premium as high as 0.39% after the crisis, which is also statistically significant. This result
is robust irrespective of how we define the starting and end date of the crisis period. Also unlike
classic carry trade, its mean return has remained relatively stable before and after the crisis. The
conditional strategy outperforms the classic carry trade in the pre-crisis period by 0.1% monthly,
which is not a small improvement compared to the baseline.
Constructing the new strategy requires currency ranking based on each currency’s speculation
beta. In this paper, the speculation beta is estimated using machine learning models to better
capture the non-linear relationship between currency returns and a large pool of economic and
financial signals, as well as reducing the dimension of the problem. Three different types of machine
learning models are compared, penalized regression (LASSO), decision tree with bagging (Random
Forest), and decision tree with boosting (Gradient Boosting). Due to their diversified advantages, I
compared their data fitting quality and ended up picking gradient boosting, as it is around 15%-30%
better than the other two models, depending on which evaluation metric is used. It could predict the
sign of the returns with an average of 80% accuracy for all currencies. The top ranked variables in
terms of their importance in boosting model for all rolling estimation windows are US PCE inflation,
Quarterly GDP growth, and global economic news sentiment.
There is a fundamental economic rationale behind why some currencies are more sensitive to
speculation signals than others. Richmond, 2019 hypothesized and proved that countries share
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Exhibit 3.2: Trade Network
Note: This figure is from Richmond, 2019. Circle size corresponds to GDP size. Links are measured by bilateral
trade intensity, which is pairwise total trade normalized by pairwise total GDP. Links are drawn only if bilateral trade
intensity is greater than the cross-sectional median.
risk through trade links. He proposed a concept called “centrality”, which measures a country’s
importance in the global trade network using its bilateral trade intensities. He first measured
bilateral trade links using pair-wise total trade normalized by pair-wise total GDP. Exhibit 3.2 is
a trade network visualisation from Richmond, 2019, where a link is drawn only if a bilateral trade
intensity is greater than the cross-sectional median intensity. Countries are considered central if they
have many strong links to other countries, especially to countries that account for a large proportion
of global exports. In other words, being central is not necessarily associated with a country’s export
size or the number of links. For example, global trade hubs such as Singapore and Hong Kong are
central but not large. It can be seen from the exhibit that central countries can be large, exporting
economies such as US, Germany, UK, Japan, Korea or small but important countries for processing
intermediate goods, such as Singapore and Hong Kong,
Due to their linkages with important global suppliers, central countries should be more integrated
in the global business cycle, and therefore more sensitive to global economic and financial shocks. I
hypothesize that there is a link between a country’s “centrality” and its currency’s speculation beta.
Indeed, I find that high-speculation-beta-countries tend to play a more central role in the global
trade network.
Interestingly, I also find that this link breaks down sometimes. This is not too surprising as
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financial returns are known for being driven by noise, and there are times when currencies’ under or
overreact to global shocks in a way that is not consistent with its role in the global economy. This
is harmful for recovering the risk premium of the conditional carry trade strategy, as during these
episodes, the speculation beta might be poorly estimated due to the noise in the return reactions.
As a result, sorting on the estimated speculation beta will distort the risk premium of a strategy.
At the end of the paper, I propose an approach to identify noisy episodes, and use a second best
candidate as a proxy for the speculation beta. Before making the adaption, over the entire time
period, the cumulative returns for investing 1 dollar starting from 1996 is 173% for conditional carry
trade, compared to a 157% for classic carry trade. After adaption, the performance differential
doubles.
There are more than one way to improve the strategy. For example, I show that augmenting the
strategy with a momentum type indicator also leads to a significant improvement (60 percentage
points). The rationale behind the two proposed modifications are different, but they are both
effective. These findings opens up potential avenues for future research to find better ways to
recover the carry trade risk premium based on different rationale.
This paper is structured into the sections described hereunder. In Section 2, I review the classic
carry trade risk premium and explain the rationale behind constructing a new conditional carry
trade strategy. Section 3 describes the data used to construct a speculation factor as well as the
estimation model. Empirical results and discussions are presented in Section 4. I provide conclusions
in Section 5.
2 Carry Trade vs Conditional Carry Trade
2.1 The Classic Carry Trade Risk Premium
A typical carry trade strategy is a long-short trading strategy. Currency pairs are ranked by their
respective levels of carry. The carry of a currency pair is the interest rate differential between two
countries. For example, to compute the carry of the currency pair USD/JPY, we need to subtract
Japanese risk free interest rate from the US risk free interest rate. The long portfolio consists of the
top ranked currency pairs, and the short portfolio consists of the bottom ranked ones. This strategy
was shown by past literature to embed a premium. In addition, it is argued that the premium is
a compensation for some source of risk, such as suffering large losses during high global volatility
regimes, low liquidity regimes, or excess skewness as explained above.
Following the standard practice in the currency asset pricing literature, I construct a carry trade
strategy using all popular currency speculative instruments, including currencies of both leading
industrial countries (G10) and emerging markets countries (EM). Only liquid, popular carry trade
EM currencies are included. Seventeen currency pairs using USD as the base currency are studied
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in this paper: USD/JPY, USD/AUD, USD/EUR, USD/GBP, USD/CHF, USD/SEK, USD/CAD,
USD/MXN, USD/BRL, USD/INR, USD/NZD, USD/NOK, USD/DKK, USD/KRW, USD/TWD,
USD/CZK, and USD/CLP.2 Carry is computed using monthly data on currency interest rate.
At the beginning of each period, I sort the 17 currency pairs into n portfolios based on carry, so
that the nth portfolio contains currency pairs with the highest carry, and the 1st portfolio contains
currency pairs with the lowest carry. Portfolios are rebalanced every period, i.e. currencies are re-
ranked every period using updated carry data, and each portfolio’s constituents changes as a result.
Let the average currency return of the nth carry-sorted portfolio be rHt , and of the 1st be r
L
t . The
return to this carry trade strategy is the return obtained from buying the highest-carry portfolio and
selling the lowest-carry portfolio. Let the return to this carry high-minus-low strategy be HMLct ,
which is defined as:
HMLct = r
H
t − rLt . (3.1)
It is widely documented in the early literature that this strategy has yielded a positive average
return over the past decades. A very popular topic in the asset pricing literature is to attribute
this return to some risk premium. In the empirical exercise, I construct the carry trade strategy by
including the top six and the bottom six currencies in the two baskets. It is also a widely discussed
puzzle that the risk premium of the classic carry trade strategy seem to have disappeared after the
crisis. Its monthly mean return has gradually declined from 0.35% before the crisis to 0.08% after
the crisis. The mean return is also no longer statistically significant after the crisis. For more details,
see Exhibit 3.4 in Section 4.
In the following section, I shift the focus away from the carry trade strategy to analyzing the
individual countries and their currencies. Since countries are commonly exposed to global economic
shocks due to international trade, their currencies may be sensitive to common economic signal.
On the other hand, currencies are traded as financial assets by speculators in the market, therefore
financial market sentiment is also a common factor underlying currency movements. These common
risk factors may have important implications on currency risk premium. Therefore each currency
pair’s exposure to this type of risk is important to consider when explaining the currency risk
premium or developing a profitable currency trading strategy like the carry trade.
2.2 Currency Model Based Conditional Carry Trade Strategy
Currencies are potentially all sensitive to variables representing global economic conditions or global
financial market conditions. Specifically, the economic cycle of the major economies and global
financial market risk sentiment are correlated with currency movements. Since currencies are not
2It is a convention to use USD as the base currency in currency trading practices, since USD currency pairs are
the most liquid financial instrument
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just a relative price between two countries, but also traded as financial assets, the short term
correlation between currency movements and economic or financial signals is more likely to be
driven by speculation forces, i.e. price discovery by speculators, rather than the actual economic
mechanism, as the latter tends to play out only in the long run.
It is very likely that these signals are monitored by FX speculators, as they rely on such in-
formation to guide trading decisions. If the signals affect the speculative demand, they would also
affect the currency price. In this section I estimate a model for each currency’s return series, and
use the model coefficients on “discovered” signals to construct an aggregate measure for currency’s
sensitivity to speculation signals, i.e. the speculation beta. The beta is later used to predict currency
risk premium. The signals are “discovered” because I do not pre-specify the exact signals to use,
but rather start with a large, potential pool of candidates and use data driven approach to discover
the important ones.
The sophisticated signal speculators form their expectation based on macroeconomic fundamental
variables, including the rates of economic growth and inflation, while being affected by general market
sentiment, including economic news and sentiment indicators associated with financial market risk.
At t, signal speculators observe a signal Xt. Each speculator’s expected future profit – and hence his
level of demand – is a driven by the observed signal as well as the current spot price st. For example,
the demand could be a linear function of the signals and the current spot price. The demand for
signal speculator i is given by:
q∗sst = λXt − αst,
where Xt are the signals observed by speculators and st is the investment cost (spot price). Carry-
trade speculators’ expected profit is driven by the current level of carry ct. Therefore their demand
is driven by the current level of carry, ct. The demand is given by:
q∗cst = ωct.
Since we are interested in the common variable that affects all currencies, when estimating the model
I would replace the carry for each currency pair ct by their common component, i.e. US interest
rate iUS,t.
The third player in the currency market is currency hedgers. Since hedgers are the counterparties
of the above-mentioned speculators, their demand and the speculators’ demand jointly determine
the currency’s market clearing price. Hedgers are assumed to not care about signals because they
are not trading for profit. Therefore the hedging demand, which is assumed to be only dependent
on currency prices, is given by:
qHt = −γst.
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From t to t+k, speculators’ and hedgers’ respective levels of demand are directly affected by currency
prices {st, st+k} and other exogenous demand drivers {Xt, Xt+k}. The equilibrium prices {s∗t , s∗t+k}
are endogenously determined by market clearing, which means that they have to satisfy the following
equations:
−γs∗t + λXt − αs∗t + ωct = 0,
−γs∗t+k + λXt+k − αs∗t+k + ωct+k = 0.
Therefore, the equilibrium price s∗t is a function of exogenous speculative demand determinants
{Xt, ct}, and s∗t+k is a function of {Xt+k, ct+k}. As a result of the above, the return is a function of
{Xt+k, ct+k, Xt, ct}. In the simplest linear form, it can be written as:
rt+k = β1Xt+k + β2Xt + β3ct+k + β4ct. (3.2)
Equation 3.2 is our basis for estimating the speculative beta. It could also be generalized:
rt+k = f(Xt+k, Xt, ct+k, ct). (3.3)
This forms the basis for our speculation beta estimation. The specific estimation steps are explained
in Section 3.
2.3 Double Sorting Portfolios
The risk premium associated with a country’s speculation beta could be correlated with or inde-
pendent from the carry trade risk premium. If correlated, it will either cancel out the carry risk
premium or reinforce it. I construct a conditional (or an augmented) carry trade strategy that is
neutral on the speculation beta, i.e. β is balanced between the high carry portfolio and the low
carry portfolio. I will show later that compared to the simple carry trade strategy, the conditional
carry strategy yields a much higher average return after the financial crisis.
To balance carry portfolios’ speculation beta, I use a technique that is conventional in the finance
literature called double portfolio sorting. First, I rank the 17 currency pairs studied in this paper by
their respective speculation beta at every period t, and pick the top Ns and the bottom Ns currencies
to construct a high speculation portfolio and low speculation portfolio respectively. Second, within
each of the high and low speculation portfolio, currencies are ranked based on their level of carry.
The top Nc currencies in terms of carry within the high speculation portfolio and the top Nc
currencies in terms of their carry within the low speculation portfolio are combined to construct
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the conditional high carry portfolio pH,cond. Similarly, the bottom Nc currencies within the high
speculation portfolio and the bottom Nc currencies within the low speculation portfolio are combined
to construct the conditional low carry portfolio pL,cond. The conditional carry strategy is then a
long/short strategy of buying pH,cond and selling pL,cond. Let their returns be rH,cond and rL,cond
respectively. The return to the conditional carry strategy is then
HMLcst = r
H,cond − rL,cond. (3.4)
3 Estimating the Speculation Beta
To rank currencies at t, I need to estimate a speculation beta. In this section, I model each currency’s
return as a function of the common speculation signals X, and aggregate the coefficients on X into
a measure that can be used as a currency’s overall speculation beta. The aggregate measure is then
used for predicting the currency risk premium.
3.1 Creating A Candidate Variable Set for Speculation Signals X
Broadly speaking, the variables fall into two categories, macroeconomic variables and sentiment
variables constructed using financial data. US economic condition is an important piece of informa-
tion for FX speculators as US plays a dominating role in the global economy. As the global growth
engine, US is barometer of the global economic health. Currencies of export-oriented economies are
largely affected by the US or the global demand (e.g. Canada, Australia, Japan, and raw material
exporting countries such as Brazil). On the other hand, by construction, the US economic condition
is a part of all currency pairs because US dollar is their common denominator.
Currencies are also correlated with the global financial market sentiment. Some currency pairs
are considered by speculators to be “safer” than others in the sense that they depreciate less, or
even appreciate during risk-off regimes (e.g. Japanese Yen, Swiss Franc). The importance of safe
haven currencies has been discussed extensively in the literature. Currency’s safe haven status has
been well documented (Ranaldo and Soderlind (2010), Derock 2013). Dennis 2013 investigated
the potential mechanisms for currencies exhibiting safe haven asset characteristics. For example,
Japanese investors allocate most of their investment in overseas asset. During bad times, investors
have a home bias, i.e. they feel unsecured and want to bring the capital back to Japan. Yen
appreciates as a result of the capital repatriation. On the contrary, some currencies are deemed to
be riskier because they are in the upstream of the global supply chain, such as Australian dollar,
Canadian dollar, and Korean Won. Australia and Canada are large exporters for raw material, and
therefore they are expected to be most affected by demand shocks. During bad times, currency
speculators may price in this expectation by shorting their currencies.
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Table 3.1: Candidate Variables and Further Transformations into Speculation Signals
For some variables, not only the variables themselves are included in X, their transformations are
also included because what is relevant as speculative signals are not always the variables themselves,
but a transformation derived from the variables. For example, speculators often react to accelerating
trend, or whether the value has reached a very extreme level. Apart from using the level of US
growth and inflation, their trend (whether accelerating or decelerating) is also an important piece
of information for speculators.
Most risk sentiment variables are standardized and then converted into a binary variable because
for speculators, only extreme deviations from the mean trigger are meaningful information. I use
the amount of standard deviation from the mean as the standardized variable. It is then converted
into an indicator with value 1 representing extreme values, 0 otherwise. Newsflow sentiment is also
standardized. More positive value means better news about the economy, and more negative value
means worse news. The details of how news sentiment is quantified from text is explained in the
Appendix.
Only lagged variables’ were used to construct the candidate set because macroeconomic data is
released with a lag and observed with a lag. A realistic trading strategy should use only available
information. Lags up to φ = 3 month are all included because the most recent path of the signals
may be relevant for speculators too.
3.2 Linear and Nonlinear Models
When using a linear model to estimate each currency’s sensitivity to the speculation signals X, I
estimate a linear or penalized linear regression model to get X’s coefficients β = {β1, ...βm, ....βM}.
We need to aggregate multiple sensitivity parameters into one measure, and then rank them based
on this single measure like how we rank currencies using their levels of carry. To aggregate across
m, βm needs to be transformed in a way so that it is comparable across m. A time-varying weight
Xmt is used because Xmtβm is comparable and additive across m. This is equivalent to using the
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model fit r̂t = ΣmXmtβ̂m as the speculation beta.
The model choice for fitting currency returns using X is also important. I found that the linear
model is not as good as non-linear models in fitting the data. Like in linear models, we use the
model fit r̂t as the basis for ranking. After comparison with various linear and non-linear models, an
ensemble non-linear model called “Gradient boosting tree” is chosen due to its superior model fit.
Altogether four models are compared: 1) LASSO, 2) Decision Tree, 3) Random Forest, 4) Gradient
Boosting. LASSO, Decision Tree, and Random Forest are already introduced in Chapter 2 and 3,
and Appendices A.1-A.3 provides further details on their implementation. Gradient boosting adds
up multiple over-simplified, biased decision tree models, each aiming to reduce the a part of the bias,
in order to reduce the overall bias of the ensemble estimator. The details of gradient boosting are
explained in appendix A.4. Readers could refer to appendix A.1-A-4 for how their hyperparameters
are chosen.
Financial data is known to have a very low signal-to-noise ratio, i.e. the data is largely driven by
noise. One technique in the literature to overcome this is to fit on the sign of returns instead of the
value of the returns. When there is very little information in the data, it is is more likely to recover
important variables and have a better out of sample prediction performance using this technique.
Therefore, in the empirical exercise, the model is fitted to maximize on the sign classification accuracy
for currency returns, i.e. instead of fitting the model to explain currency returns, I fit the model
to predict the sign of currency returns. This converts the problem from predicting a continuous
variable into a sign classification problem. Currencies are then sorted based on their predicted signs,
or the predicted probabilities of having a positive sign. In classification problems, fitted model’s
direct output is a predicted probability, and the sign is predicted based on a rule specified by the
user, i.e. if the predicted probability p̂j is above a threshold pT , the predicted sign is then positive.
Oftentimes, it is possible that the number of currencies in each basket is larger than the number we
want for creating a long-short strategy. Suppose we want Ns in the top basket and there are more
than Ns currencies with predicted sign being positive, we select Ns randomly from all the currencies
that satisfy p̂j > pT . In this paper, I use predicted sign to rank currencies because it is more robust
to prediction errors in the probabilities.3
To build a classification model, the abovementioned regression models need to be slightly mod-
ified. The linear classification model is actually a logistic regression model. Logistic regression
assumes that the log odds ratio of an observation having a positive sign is linear in the X:
log(
p
1− p
) = βX,
where p is the probability of the observation having a positive sign.
3It is quite often to have more than Ns currencies that satisfy the threshold and be considered qualified as top or
bottom ranked currencies. In that case, Ns currencies are selected at random from all qualified currencies
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The model is estimated using maximum likelihood, to maximize the probability of observing yi,
given that yi follow the Bernoulli distribution.
LogLikelihood = Σilog(p
yi ∗ (1− p)1−yi).
Note that yi = 1 if the sign is positive, and yi = 0 otherwise.
Like regression models, classification models also requires regularization. Similar to LASSO, the
linear, regularized classification model is essentially a logistic regression model with an additional
penalty term in the likelihood function. The penalty term is the same as the LASSO penalty.
LogLikelihood = Σilog(p
yi ∗ (1− p)1−yi) + λ||β||1.
Classification models are able to predict the probability of an observation having positive sign, given
X. For logistic regression, the predicted probability is backed out from the predicted log-odds ratio
using a sigmoid function:
p̂ =
eβ̂X
eβ̂X + 1
.
A decision tree predicts the probability of an observation being positive using the proportion of
observations being positive in the same leaf. Random Forest predicts the probability using the
proportion of individual trees voting for a positive classification.
A gradient boosting classification tree is a slightly modified version of the gradient boosting
regression tree introduced before. Like logistic regression, the classification tree is used to predict
a continuous variable, the log-odds ratio o = log(
p
1− p
). It is then transformed (using a sigmoid
function) to get p̂. Given the new yi, each tree is estimated by maximizing the log- likelihood.
Σi(yi ∗ log(pi) + (1− yi) ∗ log(1− pi)).
To estimate the boosting model, yi needs to be updated in each iteration. As mentioned before, the
gradient with respect to the prediction target is used as the new dependent variable. To get the
gradient, we need to re-write the loss function as a function of predicted odds ratio ô:4
Σyi ∗ log(1 + e−ôi) + (1− yi) ∗ log(1 + eôi). (3.5)
4It can be shown that
yi ∗ log(1 + e−ôi ) + (1 − yi) ∗ log(1 + eôi ) =
yi ∗ log(1 + e
−log(
p̂i
1 − p̂i
)
) + (1 − yi) ∗ log(1 + e
log(
p̂i
1 − p̂i
)
) =
−(yi ∗ log(p̂i) + (1 − yi) ∗ log(1 − p̂i))
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The gradient of this loss function with respect to ôi is p̂i − yi, where p̂ is the fitted probability from
last round, and p̂ = e
ô
1+eô
. Therefore in each boosting round, we replace the dependent variable by
p̂i−yi. Adding all the individual tree predictions together, we get a final prediction for the log-odds
ratio and therefore the predicted probability.
To avoid the forward looking bias, the ranking is based on historical data with only lagged
variables. To rank the currency at t, we fit a chosen classification model (gradient boosting tree
model was chosen in this case) on the signs of currency returns. Currencies are ranked based on their
predicted signs. If there are more than Ns currencies that are predicted to have positive returns,
Ns are chosen randomly as the top ranking. Similarly, if there are more than Ns currencies that are
predicted to have negative returns, Ns are chosen randomly as the bottom ranking.
Classification models such as logistic regression output predicted probability p. The predicted
sign is calculated based on whether the predicted p is larger than a hand-picked threshold pT . If
yes, the predicted sign is positive. Otherwise, it is negative. The higher the threshold, the more
difficult it is to have currencies that are predicted to have a positive sign.
To rank currencies at t, I fit a classification model using only the recent 5 years data, excluding
t. The fitted model outputs p̂ = f̂ , and currencies at t are ranked based on p̂ = f̂(Xt). Since Xt
only includes lagged variables, the information used for ranking at t involves only past, observable
information.
3.3 Selected Model And Variable Importance
The gradient boosting tree model is selected due to better fitting performance. The classification
accuracy is between 69% to 91% for different currencies, and the average is around 10% higher than
the second best model, penalized logistic regression (Table 3.2). The result is robust to an alternative,
popular success metric for classification models called Area Under the ROC curve (AUROC).5 The
most important signals are US PCE inflation, US Quarterly GDP Growth, and Global economic
news sentiment. For non-linear models, variable importance is calculated as a variable’s contribution
to loss reduction. It is first calculated for each individual tree, and then aggregated across all trees.
For instance, if a variable Xm used for a split point k reduces the loss by ak, it is then weighted by
the number of observations nk in that node. Xm could be used at multiple nodes, and the overall
importance is the weighted sum across all nodes k that use Xm to split: Σknkak. If the model is an
ensemble model, Xm’s importance is the average importance across all trees. Table 3.3 shows the
5AUROC is the expected probability that for a randomly drawn positive sample and a randomly drawn negative
sample, the former is predicted by the model to have a higher probability for being positive than the latter. AUROC
is computed by varying the probability threshold pT from 0 to 1, record the false positive rate FP (pT ) and true
positive rate TP (pT ) corresponding to each pT , draw a curve with x-axis being FP (pT ) and y-axis being TP (pT )
(called the ROC curve), and finally calculate the area under this curve. A true positive rate is the proportion of
predicted positive samples being actually positive. A false positive rate is the proportion of predicted positive samples
being actually negative. A random prediction rule, which have a AUROC=0.5, is commonly used as a baseline to see
whether the model is useful.
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Table 3.2: Model Fit
Note: Classification Accuracy is the % of signs being correctly predicted. Average means the average across currencies,
across all rolling estimation windows.
Table 3.3: Variable Importance and Descriptions
Note: Only a few variables are shown because they already account for the majority of the model explanatory power
across all windows. Importance is in % terms because it is a variable’s contribution to reducing the overall prediction
loss, as a percentage total loss. PCE and its lags are different variables, therefore the number is the sum of their
importance (same for US GDP growth). Average means the average across models for each currency and across for
each rolling estimation windows.
relative importance contribution from the top ranked variables. Exhibit 3.3 and 3.4 plots the rolling
window coefficient importance of important variables6.
As for the loss function used to evaluate the variable’s contribution, it depends on whether the
prediction target is a continuous variable, or a binary class. In a decision tree classification model,
each node is split to decrease classification impurity in classification. Therefore, the performance
measure is some impurity measure called the Gini Index. In random forest classification, each tree
is identical to a decision tree, therefore the performance measure is the same. Gradient boosting
classification uses a different performance measure because each tree is used to predict gradients,
which is a continuous variable, rather than a class. Therefore the performance measure is mean
squared error.
6Only the most important (on average across time) ones are shown. Darker color indicates higher importance.
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Exhibit 3.3: Rolling Window Variable Importance for the Gradient Boosting model (1996-2007)
4 Results And Discussion
4.1 Carry Trade vs Conditional Carry Trade
In this section, I compare the two strategies using their cumulative returns and risk premium.
Specifically for the latter, I look at whether each of their returns net of risk free rate has a mean
value that is significantly different from 0. Suppose the mean of a HML portfolio is µ, and the
mean of the risk-free rate is µrf , the hypothesis testing for µ− µrf > 0 would be a one sided t test
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Exhibit 3.4: Rolling Window Variable Importance for the Gradient Boosting model (2007-2019)
with the t-statistics being:
tstats =
µ− µrf√
σ2/T
,
where σ2 is the auto-correlation adjusted variance of the tested portfolio, and T is the number of
time periods (months) in the tested sample. µ is the mean monthly return. Alternative ways to
evaluate the two strategies is to look at the rolling average excess returns µ − µrf and the rolling
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Table 3.4: One sample t-test for the conditional carry strategy, before and after the crisis
Note: Mean return is the average monthly return; cells that are are highlighted in green means the corresponding
mean return is statistically significant.
Sharpe ratio, where Sharpe ratio is defined as:
Sharpe =
√
12(µ− µrf )
σ
.
The Sharpe ratio is often used to compare financial returns in a risk adjusted way. For Sharpe ratio
comparison, interested readers could refer to Appendix.
In the empirical exercise to construct the conditional carry strategy, two currencies are selected
to construct the high speculation portfolio and two for low speculation portfolio. Within the high
speculation portfolio, the currency with the highest carry is selected as a constituent of the high
conditional carry portfolio. Within the low speculation portfolio, the currency with the highest carry
is selected as another constituent of the high conditional carry portfolio. Similarly, the currency with
the lowest carry in the high speculation portfolio and the one in the low speculation portfolio are
both selected into the low conditional carry portfolio. Recall that we also need to pick a threshold
value pT in order to convert the output from the classification model into predicted signs. I chose
pT = 75%
7.
Exhibit 3.5 and Table 3.4 both show that the carry trade profit has vanished after the crisis. The
7Not surprisingly, the performance of the strategy is sensitive to Ns, Nc, and pT ; Ns = 2 is the minimum number
of currencies that is feasible to be included in the top and bottom baskets. Unlike carry, the speculation beta is
estimated, therefore there is potentially a potential large estimation error in speculation beta. Including too many
currencies in the top or bottom basket may result in a lower quality of actually recovering the true speculation beta.
As a result of Ns = 2, Nc has to be 1. There is no particular rule for selecting a value for pT . pT controls how
conservative we should be in predicting positive signs. Since our currency pairs are all values of USD against another
currency, a positive sign means USD appreciating against other currencies. Since USD is the most liquid currency
and a reserve currency for many central banks, it tends to appreciate for reasons that could not be captured by our
candidate variable set. Therefore our trained model may not be as good in predicting positive returns. It is better to
be more conservative and choose a pT that is higher than 50% in this case
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Exhibit 3.5: Cumulative Returns for Different Episodes
reported t-statistics in Exhibit 3.4 also indicates that after the crisis, they are no longer statistically
significant from zero, regardless of how we slice the the data into three episodes, i.e. before-during-
after crisis.
The Jarque-Bera test indicates that the the returns from the two strategies do not follow a normal
distribution (See table 3.5 for test results). However, this does not invalidate the t-test result for
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mean returns as the means of samples from a population with finite variance approach a normal
distribution regardless of the distribution of the population.
The carry trade return displays negative skewness and higher-than-normal kurtosis. In contrast,
the skewness of the conditional carry trade strategy is positive. Using quantile regression, Cenedese
et al., 2014 demonstrated that market variance has a significant negative effect on the left tail of the
distribution of future carry trade returns.
The new conditional carry trade strategy is able to recover the carry trade risk premium as it
eliminates a negative source of risk premium. Indeed, the carry trade risk premium after the crisis
is restored using this strategy. Exhibit 3.4 shows that its performance dominates the classic carry
trade. It provides a significant excess return after the crisis irrespective of how we define the starting
and end date of the crisis period.
It also outperforms the carry strategy before the crisis. The mean return of the conditional
carry trade strategy has remained relatively stable before and after the crisis. Although it is not
statistically significant under some particular way of slicing the data, it is not a big worry because
the number of currencies used to construct the conditional carry trade strategy is very small, making
the strategy more volatile.
The conditional strategy generates negative average returns if the period significantly overlaps
with the crisis period, and it underperforms the classic carry trade strategy. I will show in the next
section that this underperformance is potentially due to a poorly estimated speculation beta during
special times. Despite this, over a long period of time the conditional carry trade strategy still
outperforms by a non-trivial margin. The first panel of Exhibit 3.5 shows the cumulative returns for
investing 1 dollar starting from 1996. The classic carry trade returns 157%, whereas the conditional
carry trade returns 173%. I will provide a solution to improve the strategy in the next section.
4.2 Discussion
Why carry trade risk premium disappeared after crisis
Apart from carry differences, some currencies are more sensitive to global economic signals than
others. One explanation is that countries are connected through the global trade network. A country
can play a central role in the network by having large bilateral trades with other countries. This is
usually true for either large open economies, or for small countries with intense trade relationship
with other large countries. A global trade hub such as Singapore is central, even if the country
itself is not large. Central countries are potentially more affected by global shocks because of their
deep integration into the global economy. As a result, their currencies could be more sensitive to
short-term global economic and financial signals.
To test the hypothesis that a country’s role in the trade network explains its beta to global
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Exhibit 3.6: Rank of Centrality
economic signals, I used data from Richmond, 2019 and his definition for trade network centrality
to measure a country’s centrality. Let country j be one of country i’s trading partners. Centrality
is defined as
centralityit = Σαijtsjt,
where αijt measures the trade intensity between two countries at time t. sj is the relative importance
of j in the global economy, i.e. j’s output share in the global economy.
Let Xij + Xji be the total trade between i and j. Standardizing it by the sum of their output,
we obtain a measure for trade intensity αijt:
αijt =
Xijt +Xjit
Git +Gjt
.
Most countries’ centrality ranking is fairly stable over time, therefore I use the time average centrality
of a country to evaluate their centrality, which is defined as:
centralityi =
Σtcentralityit
T
.
Exhibit 3.6 shows the centrality ranking of the currencies we study. Eurozone, UK, Canada, Japan,
Korea, and Taiwan are on average more central than New Zealand, India, Norway, and Denmark
over the past twenty years.
In Exhibit 3.7 and 3.8, I classify the currencies into a high speculation group and low speculation
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Exhibit 3.7: Trade Network Centrality and Speculation Beta, Before Crisis
Note: The centrality measure is standardized by cross-sectional average and standard deviation
Exhibit 3.8: Trade Network Centrality and Speculation Beta, After Crisis
Note: The centrality measure is standardized by cross-sectional average and standard deviation
group, and compared the average centrality of each group. Exhibit 3.7 shows the pre-crisis period
and Exhibit 3.8 shows the post-crisis period. Average centrality is higher for the high speculation
currency group in both periods, implying that countries with more speculative currencies tend to be
more central in the trade network.
One interesting observation from the previous section is that conditional carry trade strategy
provides more value after the crisis than before the crisis. Central countries’ monetary policy after
the crisis potentially provide an angle to explain this finding. Central countries’ central banks
have lowered their interest rates more after the crisis, compared to peripheral countries, potentially
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Exhibit 3.9: Centrality Differential Between High Carry And Low Carry Currencies
Note: y axis is the centrality differential standardized by average centrality
because they were more affected by the crisis due to their close integration into the global economy.
For example, Europe is more central than Canada and Japan in the global trade network, and the
European interest rate has lowered by more than the other two. In emerging economies, Mexico is
more central than India, and Mexico has lowered the rate more than India. This has caused the
centrality to diverge more after the crisis between the two carry baskets. As more central countries
drop out of the high carry basket, the centrality differential between the two baskets has become
more negative, making it beneficial to remove this negative impact on currency risk premium from
the carry trade strategy. In contrast, the centrality divergence between the two carry portfolios is
relatively small before the crisis. This is an indication that the countries in the two carry portfolios
were not as fundamentally different in terms of some economic characteristics before the crisis as
they are after the crisis. This could explain why conditioning on the speculation beta has a positive
yet not very large impact before the crisis, and a large positive impact afterwards.
In conclusion, some countries are more sensitive to speculation signals, and this could be partially
explained by the fact that they are more central in the trade network. The global financial crisis
has changed the monetary policy drastically in many countries, and the impact is not the same for
countries that are more integrated into the global economy vs those that are more peripheral. This
structural shift in the monetary policy for central and peripheral countries changed the fundamen-
tal characteristics of carry-sorted portfolios, and therefore making it more necessary to take into
consideration the impact of a centrality-related risk premium after the crisis when constructing a
trading strategy.
Since there is a link between centrality and speculation beta, can we condition on centrality
instead of the speculation beta? Practically speaking, conditioning on speculation beta is better
than centrality as a predictor of the speculation risk premium, as there are factors other than
centrality that causes a currency to be sensitive to speculation signals. Therefore speculation beta
is more directly relevant to capture the risk premium caused by a country’s currency being sensitive
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to global economic conditions. However, I will also show in the next section that centrality is still
a useful measure if used jointly with speculation beta, because it is helpful in identifying the time
periods when speculation beta is potentially poorly estimated. I use it to substitute estimated
speculation beta for portfolio sorting during those periods. In the next section, I will show the
rationale and benefit of doing this.
Improving the conditional carry strategy
Although in theory, balancing on the speculation beta should help to recover the carry trade risk
premium, speculation beta is estimated using rolling windows and it more prone to estimation
error than the centrality measure, which is estimated using a very long time window. There were
three historical episodes where centrality and estimated speculation beta are largely disconnected.
This is a sign of currencies’ financial performance deviating from their fundamental. Financial
returns is known for being affected by noise, and there are possibly times when currencies’ financial
performance deviates too much from economic fundamentals, causing currencies to be sensitive to
certain factors even when such response is not related to its economic fundamental. Since the
speculation beta estimates from these episodes rely on the financial returns data during this period,
it is possible that these speculation beta is poorly estimated, and therefore sorting currency portfolios
using them may be not useful at all, or even harmful for the strategy.
Specifically, the de-linkage episodes are: Oct 2008-Apr 2009,Nov 2013-Oct 2015, Dec 2016 - June
2017. During these episodes, the centrality differential between the two speculation portfolio is no
longer present, i.e. the centrality between the two speculation portfolios are very close (Exhibit
3.10 ). Since double sorting on speculation beta may not be helpful during these periods, we could
use a theoretically sub-optimal but a more reliably estimated variable as a replacement. Naturally,
centrality is a good candidate to try. Although centrality does not account for all important infor-
mation in the speculation beta, it contains some useful information, and is potentially better to use
than the poorly estimated speculation beta during special times.
I modify the strategy to condition on centrality directly during the three special episodes, in-
stead of conditioning on the speculation beta. Exhibit 3.11 compares the cumulative return of this
improved strategy with the other two. This small modification has boosted the cumulative return
by 60 percentage points.8
The conditional carry strategy can also be improved by incorporating a momentum-based strat-
egy. I observe that once the strategy starts to underperform, it takes a long time for the profitability
to recover. Therefore we need to find some trigger for exit and re-entry in order to avoid such losing
windows. I made a simple modification to the strategy. Investors should exit their position when
8The improvement is also quite obvious even if we change the definition of special de-linkage episodes from the
centrality differential <= 0.1 to differential<= 0.2. Interested readers could refer to Exhibit 3.15 in the Appendix for
the results.
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Exhibit 3.10: Centrality Differential Between High And Low Speculation Portfolios
The differential is in absolute terms; Periods with low differential are defined as the months where the absolute
differential is smaller than 0.1
there are too many negative months in the past year, and re-enters when there are fewer negative
months in the past year. During the exit period, the investors use the classic carry trade strategy.
Exhibit 3.12 shows that the improved strategy increases the cumulative return from 173% to 230%.
Too many negative months in a year is defined as the ratio of negative months in a year deviating
(larger than) from an average ratio in the past by more than 30%. Fewer negative months is defined
as the ratio of negative months in a year deviating (smaller than) from an average ratio in the past
by more than 10%.
5 Conclusion
It has been a puzzle for the currency literature that carry is no longer associated with currency
risk premium after the crisis. By studying individual currencies, I hypothesize that carry is not the
only driver for risk premium. Another important characteristics of currency, speculation beta, also
affects the currency risk premium. I construct a new, conditional carry trade strategy that prevents
the speculation risk premium from cancelling out the carry trade risk premium. The new strategy
dominates the classic carry trade strategy in both pre and post crisis periods. More importantly, it
is able to recover the disappeared carry trade risk premium after the crisis. Its mean return more
than triples the mean return of the classic carry trade strategy after the crisis. In this paper, a
currency’s speculation beta is estimated using the Gradient Boosting, a flexible non-linear ensemble
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Exhibit 3.11: Cumulative Returns of the Improved Strategy
Instead of conditioning on the speculation beta, the improved strategy condition on centrality directly during the three
special windows. Periods with low differential are defined as the months where the absolute differential is smaller
than 0.1
Exhibit 3.12: Cumulative Returns of the Improved Strategy (Momentum Based)
machine learning model. I found that in general, non-linear models fit the data much better. I also
adopted some other commonly used technique in machine learning to reduce the impact of noise on
estimation.
I found that countries that are more central in the global trade network tend to be more sensitive
to a variety of global economic signals, and therefore they earn a higher speculation risk premium.
However, the link becomes weak sometimes, potentially because financial returns are very noisy
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Exhibit 3.13: 4-year rolling Sharpe ratio, before the crisis (excluding the crisis data during 2007-
2009)
during these special episodes. Since speculation beta is estimated, the noise-induced estimation
error could affect the performance of the conditional carry trade strategy. Being able to identify
these episodes is helpful in mitigating this problem. When the speculation beta is no longer linked
to centrality, we should be alert that the estimated speculation beta could have been contaminated
by the noise in the data. I propose to use the de-linkage as an indicator for identifying these special
windows, and replace estimated speculation beta for portfolio sorting during these periods with a
second best indicator that is less prone to estimation risk, i.e. centrality. This modification on the
conditional carry strategy helps to double its outperformance over the classic strategy. Alternatively,
I suggest using a momentum indicator jointly with speculation beta to improve the strategy. I
encourage future researchers to explore more approaches to improve the strategy if there is a good
rationale behind it.
6 Appendix A: Other Charts
I present here the charts that were mentioned in Chapter 4.
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Exhibit 3.14: 4-year rolling Sharpe ratio, after the crisis (excluding the crisis data during 2007-2009)
Exhibit 3.15: Cumulative Returns of the Improved Strategy (Robustness Check)
The centrality differential is in absolute terms; Periods with low differential are defined as the months where the
absolute differential is smaller than 0.2
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Appendix A
Machine Learning Models
This appendix introduces the various machine learning methods used throughout the thesis. The
set of models to choose from are increasingly complex due to application.
1 LASSO
LASSO (Tibshirani, 1996) is a statistical method for achieving coefficients shrinkage. Essentially it
is a penalized regression model in which the loss function has an extra l1 penalty term in addition
to the mean squared error (MSE) term. As a consequence, LASSO shrinks the coefficient estimates
towards zero. This is convenient for variable selection because variables with small coefficients
are dropped by LASSO. As we increase the weight of the penalty term λ (i.e., the regularization
parameter), fewer variables end up being selected. In the special case in which λ = 0, LASSO
delivers the OLS solution. Specificaly, LASSO solves the following problem:
min
βj
∑
t
(yt −Xtβ)2 + λ
∑
j
|βj |,︸ ︷︷ ︸
penalty
where λ is sometimes referred to as “regularization parameter”. Given λ, a LASSO model is esti-
mated using penalized maximum likelihood. λ is a hyperparameter, as it is determined by additional
steps outside of model estimation.
In Chapter 2, I follow the machine-learning community’s convention of setting λ to a value that
delivers the best cross-validated MSE. The cross-validation process is a pseudo out-of-the-sample
exercise whereby fitted models based on different λ are all tested on a holdout sample that was not
used in the process of fitting the model. The MSE of the holdout sample is called the cross-validated
error, and the λ that leads to the smallest cross-validated error is used to estimate β. The two ML
models explained hereunder involve the selection of the optimal regularization parameter, and the
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same cross-validation process is used in them as well.
In Chapter 3, I tried two approaches for estimating a LASSO model. The first one is to set λ
to a value that leads to a reasonably simple “sparse” model, i.e. the number of non-zero coefficients
is small. Sparsity is prioritized because the application context of this chapter makes overfitting a
major concern, in contrast to Chapter 2, for which the concern is mainly underfitting. The λ I chose
is 0.9. An alternative approach, which is also machine-learning community’s convention, is to set λ
to a value that delivers the best cross-validated mean squared error. For the particular applicaiton
in Chapter 3, the results of the two approaches are not very different.
2 Decision Tree
A decision tree model groups observations into buckets based on regressors’ values and makes pre-
dictions for i using the average y of all the observations in the bucket that i falls into. A tree node
will “split” into two branches with the left branch containing all observations with Xt <= X̄p and
the right branch containing all observations with Xpt > X̄
p, if such splitting reduces the prediction
error. A decision tree model starts with one node, splits into two branches, and then each branch
becomes the new node. This process continues until the tree grows into a deep tree. Exhibit A.1 is an
example of a shallow tree splitting on two regressors. Even with only two regressors, the tree could
keep growing on different threshold rules. Essentially a decision tree segments the regressor space
granularly enough to predict y accurately. Exhibit A.2 demonstrates how the space is partitioned
into five regions, corresponding to the same tree structure in Exhibit A.1.
The decision tree model is estimated using a greedy algorithm, i.e. at each node, all variables
and all possible split thresholds are evaluated and the optimal one is chosen. Therefore it overfits
the data easily because the tree could keep splitting until there is only one observation at each end
node, in which case the model achieves the perfect fit. There are two approaches to avoid overfitting.
The implicit approach is to manually introduce a trade-off between tree complexity and model fit in
the loss function. The splitting stops when the benefit of splitting does not compensate for increased
complexity. The explicit approach is to impose a constraint on tree complexity directly.
The decision tree model in Chapter 2 was not penalized for complexity (number of observations
at each node). The tree was not discouraged from growing deep because the main concern of the
application is under-fitting. In Chapter 3, we put a constraint on the number of observations at
each node, and this helps with keeping the tree model simple. The main concern in chapter 3 is
overfitting a overly complex model.
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Exhibit A.1: An Example of Tree Splitting on Two Regressors
Note: At the root node, the tree splits the data into a left branch with X1 ≤ t1 and a right branch with X1 > t1. The
Left child node is further splitted into two branches based on the value of X2. Two leaves R1, R2 are created during
this process, where R1 contains all the data with X1 ≤ t and X2 ≤ t2, and R2 contains all the data with X1 ≤ t and
X2 > t2.
Source: An introduction to statistical learning with R
3 Random Forest
A random forest (RF) model is an ensemble model that aggregates the prediction from individual
decision tree models by using their average prediction as the final predicted outcome. The random-
ness comes from two modifications to the general model averaging procedure. Firstly, a random
subset of the sample is selected for estimation when building each decision tree. Secondly, a random
subset of the variables is selected at each tree node splitting. Random forest is more robust than
decision tree because introducing sampling randomness in each tree and averaging them helps to
overcome the overfitting problem. Another goal of introducing such randomness is do reduce the
correlation among individual models in order to reduce the variance of the RF estimator.
Like decision tree, I did not constrain the number of samples at each node for Random forest in
chapter 2. I penalized the complexity of the random forest model in Chapter 3 by restricting the
minimum number of data points at each node to be 20. The penalty is necessary to avoid overfitting.
4 Gradient Boosting
Boosting is a popular technique for reducing estimator bias. A boosting model fits multiple simple
but biased models sequentially. After fitting the first model on y, each subsequent model is fitted
by giving more importance to observations that were not well predicted by all the previous models.
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Exhibit A.2: Segmenting the Regressor Space
Note: The X1−X2 plane is first divided into the left and right zone based on the value of X1 and the threshold value
t1. The zone to the left of t1 is then divided into the top and bottom zone based on whether X2 is greater or less
than t2. The zone to the right of t1 is further divided into two zones based on whether X1 is greater or less than t3.
Finally, the right most zone is divided along the y-axis as the rule is not whether X2 ≤ t4. Any data point will fall
into one of the five segmented zones, depending on its X1, X2 value.
Source: An introduction to statistical learning with R
In boosting, the predictive power of each individual model is weak and the base estimator is biased.
However, combining many such weak models, the bias will be reduced. The final prediction is made
by adding all the previous predictions together.
Re-weighting can be implemented in two different ways, however the two are mathematically
equivalent. In each new training round, the new weights can be explicitly written as a function
of the previous prediction error. Alternatively, the new dependent variable could be updated as
the gradient of the loss function. When adding the new ŷ to the previous fit, the resulting final
fit is one step closer to true y, because the new ŷ is a step in the direction that reduces the loss
most efficiently. In any case, these two types of procedures are equivalent. Gradient boosting and
Adaboosting are two commonly used weighting schemes for boosting models. As for the base model
(the individual model to be added up), a decision tree is often used, which is also the specification I
chose for the boosting model in chapter 4. The tree specific hyperparameter ( minimum data points
at each node) as well as the number of trees are set to be the the same as the one used in random
forest.
Unlike random forest, in Gradient boosting, each new tree is fit not on y but on the gradient
of the loss function with respect to ŷ. For mean squared error loss in a regression problem, this
gradient coincides with the residual y − ŷ. Some other commonly used loss functions are absolute
deviation and Huber loss.
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Exhibit A.3: Random Forest
Note: Multiple bootstrapped subsamples are created, each fed to fit a decision tree model. When making a prediction,
each individual tree will output a prediction, and the average prediction across all trees is the final prediction.
Source: https://towardsdatascience.com/
Exhibit A.4: Boosting
Source: Statistical Applications to Downscale GRACE- Derived Terrestrial Water Storage Data and to Fill Temporal
Gaps
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